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Freshman phenom, Daunte Culpepper, claims the starting QB spot -p. 28

Future
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lheGolden Knights
unveil a new logo
by JEFF HUNT
News Editor
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•

•

•

On Tuesday, Athletic Director, Steve Sloan, unveiled the University of Central Florida's new official athletic logo at the Hard Rock
Cafe during a press conference.
The new logo, a G<:>lden
Knight piercing the letters UCFwith
his lance, will replace the old logo,
the state ofFlorida with UCF over it.
"As UCF advances to the next
level of collegiate athletics, it's important to have a marketable and
highly recognizable logo," said
Sloan.
Jodie Pennington, of the
sports information department
added, "It's a new
look to go with a
new
division.
We're really looking forward to the
upcoming year."
The UCF
athletic department
hopes the new logo
will help UCF tap
into the highly lucrative market of
sports clothing and

.

bring more recognition to all ofUCF' s
sports teams. An advisory committee
comprised of UCF Alumni, faculty,
and student government representatives, along with Orlando business
leaders worked for more than seven
months on finalizing the logo created
by Merkel Schleicher Graphics Communications, Inc ..
"Some people have already said
they don't like it, but I think it will
prevail. It's a matter of people getting
used to it," said Kurt Schleicher, bead
designer. ''time gives a logo its importance."
Merkel Schleicher Graphics
Communications, Inc. also represents
the Orlando Magic, Orlando Solar
Bears, and Watermania.

photo/ HUNT

Athletic Director Steve Sloan and the Golden Knights rriascot Knightro celebrate the
presentation of a new logo.

ti]

Contributing writer

If you are a new student at
UCF, and graduating-or planning
to graduate-in the year 2000, the
UCF campus of tomorrow will be
quite larger than today's. For example, while students are constantly
being reminded that the Student
Union, when it opens, will be the
largest of its kind In the state, other
facilities are under construction or
are in planning that will allow the
campus to challenge Florida's largest universities.
President John Hitt cites the
physical facilities as being the most
obvious difference on campus at the
turn of the century.
''We are completing the Student Union, the computer science
bui~ding is going up fast, and the first
building to be completed will be the
Creole building, which is an 80,000
square foot research building," Hitt
said. "Ground Breaking will be held
this year on the School of Communications building, and a parking garage. Next year, construction will
start on the Health and Public Affairs building, and the year after that,

News
Classified

Opinion

a large classroom building".
The Student Union, opening
early in 1996, is a 130,000 square
foot facility that will house a variety
of services for the university community including a food court, pub,
retail shops, meeting and banquet
rooms, student offices,, and a convenience store.
Of course, this construction is
necessitated by an expected increase
in student population. Presuming the
state legislature continues to fund
the university, the population will be
over 30,000 in the 2000.
''If we can continue to take the
· same number of students that we
have been taking, we would be at
34,000 students then. I don't think
the legislature would fund that kind
of growth, but I would not be surprised if we had 30,000 or more,"
Hitt said. "The benefit of having a
large student body is that it allows
the university to fulfill its mission.
We're put here to meet the educational needs of the fastest growing
metropolitan area in the country, so
you fulfill the purpose for which
see A NEW, page 9
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t/ Learn About the Library
To learn more about Luis, the
Library online catalog, and more,
sign up NOW at the reference desk.
Classes are being offered all year
long.
t/ Access to Records Changing
A new transcript policy has
been implemented at UCF. Two free
copies of student's transcripts will
be offered with subsequent copies
costing $5.00 each. Transcripts may
be requested in the Records Office,
Administration 161, or by mail to
UCF Records- Office, P.O. Box

WELCOME BACKTO UCF
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
L
AMERICA'S VALUE MENU
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT

RECEIVE

10% DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF l.D.

... --------------,
FREE SUB

I
BUY ANY FULL SIZE SUB
I
I
. AND GET A _JUNIOR FREE
I
G R I L L
AVAILABLE AT THESE
I
I
MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95
I
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

-------------- ..

fj j iFREE DRINK &F'RiES,
I

I

I

I
I
L

• FREE 20oz DRINK AND SMALL FRIES

G R I L

WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
L
OR CHICKEN PITA
AVAILABLE AT THESE MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
UCF

ALAFAYA

1
1

I

I·

I
I

______________ ..
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ORLANDO, FL 32825

11860 E COLONIAL DR
ORLANDO, FL 32820

COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95
NOT1VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

160114, Orlando, Florida 328160114.
In addition, students can get
unofficial copies of their grades
and other records from a variety of
on-campus terminals including the
campus KIOSKs and the On-Line
Grade Viewing system.
V' Suffrage Celebration
sponsored by NOW
A celebration of the 75th
Anniversary of a woman's right to
vote will be held at Lake Bola near
the East End of the Pagoda at 10
a.m. on Saturday,August26. Lunch
will follow at Morrisons.

V' Library Exhibits for
September
1. Open Windows, Natural
Light, by Ronald Kelly
2. Dimensions of Diversity,
by Dr.Valerie Greene King, Director of Diversity Initiatives.-3. Foreign Languages: Study
Abroad, by Dr. Jose Fernandez,
Chair, and Prof. Maria Redmon,
Department ofForeign Languages.
4. International Fair, by
Joanna Mccully, Coordinator, International Student Services.
5. SexualAssaultAwareness,
by Erin Brown, Health Education
Coordinator, Health Resource Center.
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The GREEK COLUMN
by LARAE. GILLEY
Staff writer

•

•

•

The world is quickly changing around
us all and our campus is growing.
Our student body president and vice
were recently inaugurated, tons of new
students are here to replace the recent graduates and in September, our football team
plays FSU.
The Central Florida Future has big
plans to keep up witb all of these events
starti.ng with the creation of The Greek
Column.
The purpose of The Greek Column is
to inform Greeks of upcoming events as
well as the rest of the student body on ·what
all is included in Greek life. This will be a
somewhat calendar of events and so much
more. This is like the. Greek Corner of
years past but better because it does not
cost the Sororities or Fraternities anything
and is more informative.
I was chosen to write this column
because I am a recent Alumnae of a sorority
at UCF. I know what Greek Week is a11
about as well as socials, formals, ·etc. I've
been there and have done ~11 that so when a
chapter president is telling about theid~t:- ·
est philanthropy event, it is Greek to me.
I do have something to ask of each
sorority and fraternity here. I would like a
phone list of each member including who ·
the officers are in the chapter. I plan on

calling up people each week for quotes and
information. Also, I would appreciate it if
each chapte~ nom~nated a. correspondent
for me to keep in louch with This job could
be added onto the social chairs duties but
why give them extra work. This person
would be responsible for getting m touch
with me via The Central Florida Future and
letting me know of any upcoming events.
Tell me when the socials are and with
whom, what formal is coming up, or what
the theqie is for homecoming; you get the
idea.
I also will be at the various events
taking pictures for the paper. If there is a
charity event that sisters or brothers are
being sent to, let me k>11ow. If there is an
Alumni luncheon of some sort, let me know.
If a frat week is coming up, let me know. If
you fired your house mother and are looking for a new one, let me know. If the stray
cats out back of your house are keeping you
up at night begging for food, LET ME
KNOW.
This can be nothing but good PR for
all Greeks if you allow it to be. I am looking
forward to hearing from each chapter here
as soon-as possible. This week please have
a representative from each chapter call The
Central Florida Future ~t 8~3-;8054 so I can
l!_ave a contact.
I hope sorority rush went well for
each chapter. Good luck to all the new
pledges .

•

•

Dear UCF student,

Frank and I would like to take this
opportunity to welcome you to an exciting
and memorable year at UCF.
The Student Government Association
under our administration wi11 be undertaking
efforts to increase student involvement and
spirit. Our motto is "Opening the door to your
future!" What this means is that the Student
Government Assoctiation wi11 provide for
you many opportunities to get involved and
more importantly to make a difference. This
is not exclusive to our campus, but in the
community (Greater Orlando, Brevard,
Volusia, etc.).
The key to making this year a success is
communication. We have worked with the
Administration to ensure that every student
will get an internet/e-mail account free of
charge. Student Government has a web page
and e-mail address to facilitate communication. While we encourage computer usage,
we want you to feel comfortable to come into
the office (Stu~ent Center Room 155) or to
call us (823-2191). We are in the process of
setting up an information hot line that will
inform you of campus events. Please keep in
mind that we are here to serve your needs, and

in order to do this effectively, we need to
know your concerns, comments, and critiques.
Some of the opportunities we wish to
provide for your are: Leadership Orlando
sponsorships, Chamber of Commerce events,
scholarships, computer access to scholarship
information, university committees, and better recreational services. For those that are not
aware of existing services. Student Government provides for the Student Legal Services,
Recreational Services (intramural, weight
room, etc.), programming (done by CAmpus
Activities Board), and a variety of other services.
w~ look forward to effectively working for you and ensuring that your needs are
met. We can only do this with your help by
letting us know (e-mail, phone, or in person)
what your needs are. Please, do not give into
apathy!
On behalf of myself, Frank, and the
entire Student Government Association, we
wish you a successful Fall semester.
Miguel E. Torregrosa
Student body Pres.

Frank X. Amoros
Student body V.P.
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AFewWords
•
from.Dr.
Dear UCF Students:
Welcome to a new academic
year. I hope you share my excitement about what the year promises. How well it turns out for you
will depend mostly on the effort
you invest in your own intellectual and professional development. Invest wisely, with all the
energy you can muster, and be
assured that UCF faculty, administrators, and staff pledge their
best efforts in helping you attain
your educational goals.
Institutional growth and improvement are themes of the new
term, just as they have been in past
'\emesters. The growth is reflected
~ n an anticipated enrollment of
26,300 students, up by nearly
,000 from last fall. That increase
ay make its biggest impression
upon you when you are searching
for a parking space near your
~lasses, even though over the summer we added parking spaces in
greater proportion than the rate of
growth in enrolJment

graduate degrees in both nursing
and criminal justice. Scores of new
freshmen have the opportunity to
develop intellectual, leadership,
and service skills through our new
LEAD Scholars program. And,
the fall opening of our new observatory, which houses a powerful
26-inch-diameter reflecting telescope, will greatly enrich our astronomy program while it provides a new community resource
that enables non-students to "reach
for the stars."
As you pursue your studies
this fall, please remember that a
college education is not totally
academic. Become involved in the
life ofUCF and surrounding communities. Besides being a force
for campus ·and community improvement, the effort can be personally fulfilling and ·characterbuilding, as hundreds of students
discovered last year. In association with their UCF educational
experience, they invested 368,000
hours in service learning and community service.

.•

You may, however, be more
Finally, take pride in your
p1eased with a number of other university. Like the Pegasus, our
responses to growth. We will, for symbol, UCF is on the ascent. The
example, break ground soon on a evidence is abundant, ranging
1,300-space parking garage and from record numbers of applicants
in early spring on the new Com- · seeking admission to a record of
munication Building. You will research activity and doctoral defind more registration opportuni- gree awards that this summer proties than ever before, as well as pelled us to a new levei in national
courses, programs, and degrees. university rankings.
One example that comes to mind
As this exciting new acais the College of Health and Pub- demic year begins, you have my
lic Affairs, which now offers best wishes for success.

•
•

•

New S.G. President
sworn into office
by Lara E. Gilley
Staff writer
On August 10, the new Student Body President, Miguel
Torregrosa, and Vice-President,
Frank Amoros were inaugurated
in the Administration building.

,, ____

The key to
our platform is
communication.
We want to make
the Student Government really
representative of
the students.

____ ,,.

Afterwards, they spoke of
their good intentions and hopes
for the students at UCF which

included getting buses to transport students to the UCF vs FSU
football game in September, informing the students about what
Student Government is all about,
to help students achieve their goals
and to give each club and organization the money they deserve.
"The key to our platform is
communication," said Torregrosa.
"We want to make the Student
Government really representative
of the students."
One of the first things the
two are going to be working on is
getting better deals for the UCF
Arena for events, such as Homecoming and Greek Week; they
feel that the 4.6 million dollar
S.G. budget could be spent more
effectively withalittlemorepreparation.
Amoros also wants to apply
part of the budget to putting electronic marques on campus to provide information to students.
Amoros summed it up, "We
are looking forward to a great
year."

•
•

•

•
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YOUR USED TEXTBOOK

HEADQUA~TERS -.

•Fast, Friendly Service
.

.

• Close to Campus
•

• Convenient Parking
-

-

Extended Rush Hours
M-F 8:30-LATE
8/26 Sat. 10:00-4:00
8/27 Sun. OPEN

College Book & Supply·
College Book ·& Supply• 12209 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32817 • (407) 249-0855
(Next to Domino's & Kinko's in the University Shoppes)

. I

I
· t

I
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-Stephan Webster and
Charles Cerney reported that
someone struck them with several
large grade-A chicken eggs on
July 26 at 12 p.m.
-A fight between two students occurred at the Sig Ep house
on Aug. 4 at 3:00 a.m.

Orlando's Only Complete Skate Shop! ·
CUSTOM SKATES FOR HOCKEY, TRICK AND RACING
In . . Line Skates Starting at $109
Blank Skateboard Decks now $25
Exclusive Orlando distributor of JailBird Clothing

Owned and operated by UCF Class_of '94 Alumn~
465 So. Orlando Ave. in the Shapes at Maitland

740--5052 .

-Tricia Duncan reported that
someone left a vicious and disturbing note on her door at the
Lake Claire Apartments on Aug.
4 at 11 p.m. The note threatened
her life and was signed "Zodiac."
-Monte! Watson reported
that someone stole two state license plates off of shuttle buses in
front of the Student Government
Building on Aug. 4 at 5 p.m. and
Aug. 8 at 3:30 p.m.
-Elizabeth Mikolajezyk reported that someone stole her unlocked gray Toyota Corolla from
parking lot G-3 on July 13 between
3 p.m. and I 0 p.m.

-Debby Mitchell reported that
someone removed a portable CD
Radio-cassette recorder from room
154 of the Education Building between July 6 and July 9. Estimated
value was $180.
- Jason Corliss reported that
someone let out the air from his
car tires on Aug 3 in the Lake
Claire Apartments around 2 a.m.
- Shannon O'Malley reported that someone maliciously
damaged her Chevrolet Celebrity
on Aug 3 during the night.
- Todd Cindric reported that
he observed an unknown suspect
slach the tires of Craig Wexler's
car in the parking lot near building 58.
. -Jessica Whitson reported
that someone entered her maroon
Honda Accord on July 6 between
9 a.m. and 4 p.m. and stole her
cellular phone.

--------------,---------------FREE
10% DISCOUNT TO
I

:

ALL UCF STUDENTS

I
I
I

excludmg previously discounted items.
Offer is valid for UCF Students, Faculty
and Alumni.

: Discou~t Appli~s to all items in the store

SKATE RENTAL
Rental is for 24 hours and includes skates
and all necessary protective ge8:r. Call in
advance to reserve skates.

•Wide Area Coverage
• u ·n limited Calls
• Only $9.99/ Monthly

THIS AD GOOD FOR $1.00 OFF COVER ANY NIGHTI
WEDNESDAYS: $1.00 DRINK NITE 8pm-2am
AN ORLANDO TRADITION W/$1.00 DAIQUlmS, BOmE BEERS, SHOTS, AND WELLS

THURSDAYS: THURSDAY NITE UVE 9pm-2am
LIVE MUSIC WITH ORLANDO'S FINEST MUSICIANS
$2.00 SRECT BOTRES. NO COVER

FRIDAYS: FRIDAY NIGHT FEVER 9pm-2am
ORLANDO'S BEST RETRO DANCE NITE. WEEKLY SPECIALS

· SATURDAYS: TIC-TDC COUNTDOWN 9pm-2am
ALL DRINKS 50~ AT 9:00. ADD 25~ EVERY 15 MINUTES. REVERSE COUNT AT MIDNIGHT
CHlllBIS: 33 W. CHURCH ST. ORLANDO
FOR RJRTHER INFO CALL: (407) 849-4270

~ug.
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by ASTRID KALZ
Contributing writer
Fall term marks the beginning of free Pegasus and Lan computer accounts for all UCF students: connect to the Internet and
send e-mail from home through
upgraded Pegasus and
PCLAN system
Starting August 24,
1995,allUCFundergraduates, graduates, and faculty will receive automatic
free access to the Pegasus
and Lan systems, including Internet service and email. Presently, the accounts are not free of
charge. Account holders
were not yet able to log on
to the Internet, however,
both Pegasus and PCLAN
have been upgraded in order to provide faster service and allow more students to connect directly
from their home computers. Joel Hartman, Vice
Provost for Information
Technology, was responsible for
the decision of providing free access to these systems, which is
part of UCF' s attempt to expand
its computer service to students; it
is intended as a further step to use
computing as a library service according to Jim Ennis from com-

puter services.
Pegasus, the campuswide e-mail system, will then provide Internet access, and PCLAN
will allow global access to all network resources. Userids and passwords are necessary in order to
connect to both Pegasus and

the birth date (two digits). U serids
and passwords are the same for
both Pegasus and PCLAN; note
that the initial connection requires
usage of a new password. The
passwords expire every two
months.
In addition, all UCF clubs
and organizations will be allotted one Pegasus and/or
PCLAN account through
Computer Services; they are
to be used ohly for club files
and are subject to the same
regulations as mentioned ·
above. Computer Services
are required to review all the
clubs to ensure their status as
an active club. The accounts
may be requested by filling
9465 E. COLONIAL
out an application; clubs may
request a specific userid.
New clubs must verify their
existence by contacting Student Government.
Should
any
problems in accessing the
accounts occur, students may
contact either the Public Access Computer Lab (College
of Education, Engineering) or the
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
Computer Center, Room 106.
FOR
ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
Handouts will be available there
UNIVERSITY
PALMS SHOPPING CENTER
also in order to clarify any further
4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
questions. Password or userid
(Next to Border Cantina)
problems should be directed to
366-1177
the Computer Accounts Office,
.
We wire
CCI Room 115.

8ACI( TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL
FULL SETS ·$25.00
FOR AL~ TIME ONLY
DR. STE 109

384-0031

University Floral & Gift Shoppe

PCLAN; the userid is constituted
by the student's initials (first,
middle, and last) followed by the
last five digits of the student ID
number. The initial password
entails the first four digits of the
student ID number followed by
the birth month (two digits) and

Lift too Hard?
Do too Much?
Acute Muscle Pain Study
Volunteers are needed for a muscle pain injury
Research Study. The study will evaluate an antiinflammatory medicine for acute pain affecting
the back, shoulder or leg.

You must be 18-55 years old, and be seen within
3 days of injury.

WELCOME BACK!

Bring Ad in for
free single rose
bouquet

Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets

Show Student ID and

Anywh~re!

IN ADDITION °f:O'BEA.UTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS W:E 'ALSO HAVE
• SILKS >~"llALLOONS . • GIFfS
• DISH GARDENS'.• GIFr BASKETS
PL~ '

Get a 10% Discount

L----------1

' "' • FLOOR

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

Grandparents' c/Jay
September 10th
They probably aren't expecting
anything for Grandparents' Day.
Surprise them - send flowers.

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
PHILLIPS HALL 115
281-4438

Qualified participants will receive:
Up to $50.00 for time & participation
Medical care related to the study is provided
at NO CHARGE.

St. Joseph's
Catlioac Cliurcli
1501 Alafaya Trail

Study medication is FREE.

PLEASE CALL: Southeastern Clinical Research
(407) 539-2000 Mon-Fri 9am-5pm

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.

Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
275-0841
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Look for the Football Preview in next Tuesday's issue, as the Knights make their move to Division I-A football.

·

GQ Knights!

A Complete EXaln & Xrays
0110 {INITIAL)

A specid/ dental care offer for UCF students...
Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

0274 (4 BITEWINGSJ

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Current UCF ID required

East Orlando

DENTAL

Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 7 /31/95

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental _Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

UCF TEAM DENTIST

11780 E. Colo'nial Drive
h 1' our office policy 1ha1 I~ p:uien1 and an~ 01hcr p.:r1Cn rc;,pon,ibk for paym:n1ha.'1he nght 10 rcfu>e 10 pay. cancel payment or be rcimbur.c-d for paymcm for ani 01her service. examination.
or trca1mcn1 "'h1Ch 1' !ll!rfomied a' a rc\uh or and "''thin 72 hour. of rc;oondine 10 lhc advcnt...:mem tor 1hc free. di>eounled fee. or reduced l"et seMcc. c'am1na1ion. or trea1mcnt.

At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Atafaya Dr.

East Orlando

ax®
-----~~---~
a

•

uaran ee •
UJ:f:li@i n.u••

Texas
Instruments
-Advanced
Graphic Calculator

Avery 1" Three Ring
Binder
·
• 8-1 /2" x 11"
• Double inside pockets
•Available in seven colors
List Price $3.05 0400-4507

• 8-line by 21-character ~i~~\ay
. n solving capab11tt1es
• Equat 10
• Back-UP battery
INST1f~NTS
• Model # Tl-82
7

List Price. $125.00

B204-g

9

OfficeMax
Everyday
LOW Price

• Superior writing performance
• Medium or fine ball points
• Available in black, blue or red ink
List Price $5.04 1Q00-0367

r
~:~

~~· l
·· ~ 1

~1! ~~~,

.1".' ~~!:·Id e

Lagillade

!ZiIEll'.le Web Kit
Logicode
28.BK V.34 Modem

Ventana Worldwide
Web Kit

Eberhard Faber
American Pencils

Rogers
Crate-A-File II

• 28.8K data send and receive

•Get connected to the Internet
fast & easy
1401-2105

• No. 2 bonded lead
• D_
urable pink eraser

• 3 hanging folders included
•Available in slate blue, black,

goo .s2gee
12

$

1405-7717'

odel #281 4HV

OfficeMax
Everyday
Low Pnce

Off1ceMax

Everyday
Low Price

14.4K Internal Modem $49.991405-8609

r.------1

'lmijJWHil
- - - - - - .- We'll match any local competitor's
advertised price on an identical
~em , or we'll cheerfully refund
the difference if the item was
purchased from us within seven
days of the competitor's ad.
Ad errors, closeouts and
clearances are excluded.

CtCopynght 1995 OfficeMax Inc We reserve lhe
nght to hm1t quanhhes Not responsible for pnnhng
or typographical errors

La~

List Price

$15.54

s2@,~.ax
Everyday
Low Pnce

Extended Hours For Back-To-School Shopping! Now Through August 27:
Sun. 10am - 6 pm• Mon. - Fri. 8 am -10pm •Sat. 9 am - 9 pm

oRLANoo: Highland

eemer.

Route 50 (West Colonial Drive)
and Hiawassee Road ..............................296-7255
ORLANDO: Sand Lake Rd. and Orange
Blossom Trail , west of the Florida Mall ... 858-9m

SaSnitean!~:dy ~rm::

Yellow
1000-1927

ORLANDO: Colonial Plaza.
East Colonial at Maguire,
across from Fashion Square Mall ..........895-2400
FERN PARK: Rt. 17-92
and State Road 436 ..............................830-8900

Everyday
Low Price

.---------,
I

I

Visit our State-of-the-art Xerox
Photocopy Center Center &save on

I

1 Self-Service 1
1

:COPIES! I
I
I
I
I
I
L

2¢

s-112"x11"
black ink on'
20# white
bond.
One coupon
per customer

I
I

I
~ficeMa! :
~u,!!n~o!.th~g.!!..~9!_ .J
each

3
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A New Millennium at UCF
from A NEW, page1

•

•

•

•
•

you've been put here. I think
the legislature is also presuming
that you are given the faculty,
staff and facilities to educate, so it
let's you have a broader range of
programs. There are a lot of programs that you would like to offer, but do you really have the
student demand for it? Well, on
the basis of 20,000, you probably
don't, but on the basis of 30,000,
you do. So, with a larger student
population, you can meet a broader
range of educational needs for the
students you serve."

Florida has decided to stay at
38,000 students. The University
of South Florida has 36,000 students, Florida State University has
32,000 students, and Florida International has 26,000 students.
"We're kind of gai_ning on
FIU, but I expect they will continue to grow rapidly as well. So
we might pass some in size. We
also might be passed by some is
size," Hitt said. "A lot depends on
what the state legislature will
fund."
Hitt emphasized that you
cannot overlook the growth in educational quality as you talk about

Hitt said. "But the qualitative impact of that goes beyond what
goes on inside the classroom. So
the increase in .quality may actually end up overshadowing the
numerical increase. It's easy for a
president to talk about buildings .
and numbers, but we are at a very
fortunate position right now, and I
think in the next five years you're
going to see us really move up a
step in quality, and we are already
starting in a good place."
"This university is increasing at a tremendously rapid pace .
It's not just the numbers, it's the
quality that's going to go with it.

UCF is presently the fifth
largest university in the state.
While it is growing swiftly, the
other nine state universities, with
the exception of the University of
West Florida, are growing, too.
Florida International University
is slightly bigger than UCF.
Florida Atlantic University is
growing rapidly, though UCF will
still have more students. According to Hitt, The University of

the University's increase in size.
Over the last two years, UCF has
received more than $26 million in
funding for its overall programs,
and this year, UCF will receive
$15 million in new funding. This
will allow the university to hire
between 75 and 100 new full time
faculty members over the coming ·
year.
"We're just going to add a
lot more really talented people."

I think you' re going to see our
reputation academically really rise
and it will be based on the achievements of our students and our faculty."

Border cantiJ_ra"·.'Mexican Restaurant
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

Best Mexican Food in Central Florida
-----DAILY SPECIALS----

<$1.00 ICEHOUSE DRAFT & $2.00 MARGARITO>
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

359-1333

Nowseekinq
sandwich artists,
for afresh start in
a new career!

ilexible hours

•
Opportunity for advancement
•
Part time/full time
•

•

Over 45 locations in Central Floridaapply at the location nearest you .

•

Subway is an equal opportunity employer

Until Robots
replace Hm11ans
... your plasm a ~~I
always be needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of life"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL.

· . .hoolCom ,.
486 Systems
486-DX2-66MHz, Cyrix ............ ...
486-0X2-66MHz, green .. .......... ..
486-0X2-80MHz, green, AMO ....
486-0X4-1 QOM Hz, green , Intel..
486-0X3-120MHz, green, AMO ..

$97 4
$1,049
$1,018
$1, 127
$1,115

UPGRADES

ADD

850 MB Hard Drive .. .... .... .. ... ..... .. .
lGB Hard Drive ........... ..................
1.2 GB Hard Drive .. .... ... ......... ....
1MB VGA Window Accel. Card .. ..
Trident9440 lMBVLBCard ... ......
Stealth 64 lMB VLB VGA Card ....

$56
$124
$157
$30
$40
$104
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586 Systems
Pentium 586 - OX60, VLB, PCI. .. $1, 127 Stealth 32 lMB PCI Display Card .. $69
Genoa Phantom 64 2MB PCI .......... $157
Pentium 586 - OX75, VLB, PCI... $1,210 14" .28 dot NI SVGA Momtor
· ...... . $l 5
Pentium 586 - OX100, VLB, PCI $1,390
15" .28 dot SVGA digital Monitor .. $140
Pentium 586 - OX133, VLB, PCI $1,954
17" .28 dot SVGA digital Monitor .. $409
.
.
.
Double-Speed CD-ROM Drive ....... $79
Each system has the followmg conf1guratton: Toshiba 4x CD-ROM Drive ..... ..... $185
4 Megs of RAM•Teac 3.5" 1.44 MB Floppy
Sound BlasterMCD ....................... $88
Drive•IDE Controlle~ Card~ Maxtor /Conner Logitech Serial Mouse .................... $20
545 MB IDE hard dnve•Tndent 512K VGA Microsoft Mouse_ Version 2 .......... $32
display card (16 bit)•TIX 14" 1024*768 .28 Creative labs Multimedia Kit ......... $222
dot SVGA monitor•Keytronixs 101 Pro Microsoft Encarta CD-ROM ........... $53
Touch keyboard •Minitower or Desktop Case. 14.4 Voice/ Fax Modem w. Mic .... $79
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•We customize to your requirements.
•Our systems feature combinations of the best
state-of-the-art components.
•We offer FREE local delivery and installation.

•AH systems carry one year parts and

tr

labor warranty.
:·····:::::·· ·
*Prices subject to change and .avai~~bility.
* Call us for quotes and other mqumes. ·
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Coming Next Issue:
O David Swartz, Jr. outlines his
own, unique solution to global
warming- in a way that only he
can- with a twist.

KU"OER
& GENTLER...

O Pat Fox, Opinion Editor
discusses Hiroshima in a
broad reaching appeal for a
new p~rspective.

o

Guest Columnist Alana Kelly
warns us not to use the word
"rape" lightly.
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and article. Submissions may be mailed,
faxed, e-mailed, or brought to our offices. Call for
details. Call now. Call often. Call 823-8054.

,clAiral Florida Future
Office Location

UCF
Alafaya Trail
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Constibdional protection for the U.S. flag
During the
last few months, the
issue of burning the
United States of
rejection of everything repAmerica's flag has
resented by that flag, includbeen discussed.
ing all Constitutional Rights
Many have advoto
freedom
of
representation,
the
flag-burners have actually
cated the justifica.
revoked
their
own
rights
to
free
expression.
They have lost,
tion under the Bill of~~~~~~~~
Rights as freedom of speech, while others have held it is a voluntarily, their right to protest.
deplorable action comparable to treason and a means of
Additionally, for an American to bum a flag in prot~st
incitement to violence.
of something they see wrong in the government is much like
In any case, I believe flag-burning is a very unpatriotic theHorida net-fishers threatening to burn their boats and nets
act. Among those who support keeping it legal, many still in protest. Such an act is both stupid and counterproductive.
adrnititto be a disloyal act, although they believe it is protected After all, how can you expect to make any improvement or
as a Constitutional right. However, I.believe it to be the very change, if you destroy the very thil)g you wish to improve
opposite.
upon.
The U.S. flag, along with a few other select national
In the same way burning one's nets or fishing boats
symbols, represent the small cache of things which represent would make lifting the net-fishing ban useless (how can you
the heart and conscience of what America was meant to be. I net-fish without nets or boats?). How can we build a better
believe the stars and stripes of the American flag--along with America when all respect for it is gone? How do flag-burning
the inscription on our money "In God We Trust," The Consti- protesters expect to build upon the nation carved out by past
tutionandBillofRights, TheEmancipa- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - generations when they perform actionProclamation, and the greatest of our
tions which reject everything the
United States represents? Observers,
national monuments (i.e. The Lincoln
Memorial) is the physical representation
like me, are led to wonder if such
of what the founding fathers hoped for,
people truly wish to improve or Sim.what young men died for in WWII and
ply destroy.
Pat Fox, a past Future columVietnam, and what all true Americans
must work for. It represents freedom and
nist and current Opinion Editor, has
justice, the inevitable triumph of democconsistently argued those who burn
racy over dictatorship, the accomplishthe flag must do it becattse they deeply
ment of on~ nation and the true example of democratic respect its value and do it in respectful protest.
However, based on the points I have listed which are
freedom under God. Lastly, it represents the federation ofall
the American states which have entered freely into a covenant totally inconsistent with Pat Fox's arguments, I truly wonder
to seek and preserve these goals. This is what the flag ifthesepeoplehaveanysenseofwhattheyaredoing.Dothey
represents to all patriots and whatitshould stand for in the eyes really seek to build and improve our nation? Or do they simply
of those fortunate enough to be called citizens of the United wish to manipulate a national symbol as a Machiavellian
States of America.
means to create cheap propaganda for their own special
Therefore, what does it mean for someone to torch the . interest gr9ups? Remember, not every legal citizen of this
flag in an act of protest? If the flag represents freedom and country truly values being an American. Many may even sell
democracy, if it represents the right to free expression, then their country, rejecting all.the U.S. has privileged them with,
what does it mean for a man to burn it? If it is burnt in and burn their country's flag, if it suited them.
respectfulceremony,suchasincremationofasoldierorinthe
Lastly, it is obvious not everybody who burns the
properretirementof anoldflag, then it is fine. However, when U.S. flag even bothers to disguise it as respectful protest.
it is expressly destroyed for attention and propaganda in The Islamic radicals of the Middle East, in addition to all
protest, it represents the symbolic renunciation .of all the flag the other anti-American terrorist groups of the world,
represents. The protester is in fact expressing his or her disdain clearly burn the flag in hate and as a means of inciting their
for the Constitution, for all the rights given him/her by the followers to violence against American citizens. Such
blood of past generations of Americans. This is what the flag-burning was rampant during the recent period in
burning of the flag means in protest.
modem history when terrorist car bombs killed and maimed
It is understandable why supporters of the right to burn American Marines and citizens in the Middle East.
aflagmayseeitdifferently: Theyviewtheburningofthe U.S.
The utter disrespect of the American flag, whether
flag as a right (freedom of expressi9n) protected by the done for cheap attention by special groups or to incite
Constitution.Yet, why should those wno reject the flag and all violence by terrorists, should be stopped. Our national
it stands for, expect to receive any of its benefits. Should the monuments should be protected from defacement and
Muslims who bomb New York buildings be protected by destruction. If someone "respectfully burned" our Lincoln
American laws if they are found guilty? Should people, who Memorial, or attempted to set asunder the Constitution,
through their actions--whether intentional or not--disavow they would be prosecuted and incarcerated.
everything there is in being an American dare even expect to
Why do we allow the burning of another of our
be treated as one?
national treasures? Why do we allow the burning of our
Because the act of burning a flag is the symbolic flag?

Should people who
diS8V0W everything there
is in being an American
dare even expect to be
treated as one?
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Welcome to fall tenn, here's some comic relief from a bad day

•

O Resident comic,
David Swartz, Jr.
takes you on a
guided campus tour.

•

•

•

Hi. Welcome to the fall 1995
semester at UCF. I'm Dave and I'll
be your tour guide. It's the beginning of a new school year and thousands of students are enthusiastically striding around campus, determined to turn over a new leaf and
bring their grades up. Of coursef in
two weeks this feeling of
self-assurance will be replaced by
confusion, depression, and possibly
random shootings; but for the time
being let's focus on happy thoughts.
If this is your first year at
UCF, you are no doubt awestruck at
the luxurious campus and the sheer
size of University. The preceding
sentence was facetious (funny looking word, isn't it?), becaus~ statistics show !.hat you won't be able to
find a parking place, let alone set
foot on the campus, until well into
October. Chances are good that right
now you' resitting in an idling car in
the middle of a parking lot waiting
for someone to pull out. Occasionally, you see a guy walking out into
the lot, b1,1t he's already got three
cars following him, wanting his
parking spot.- · ·.
If you're one of the lucky
seven to ten people who actually
find a place to park, tak~ my advice: .
notice that several automobiles are
surreptitiously following you, simply see who wants your spot the
most and hold an auction. A
top-notch parking place can sell for
as much as ten dollars.
Now, let's say that you've
gotten on campus early in the morning when there are still a few parking spaces left. You decide to park
in the dirt lot in between the UCF
Arena and the Student Union, noting its relative closeness to the Business and Engineering buildings.
You' 11 first nQtice that there are no
lines, there are posts. Parking Protocol is as follows: Line your automobile up so you are BETWEEN THE
POSTS Tt:i1~ '" ..~- · ! - • - · - -· --· """
you park nght in front of a post,
there will be plenty of room on
either side of you to play a game of
Twister, but not enough space to
actually park a car. Additionally, if
you park directly in front of a post,
you will be considered an Inconsiderate Bastard. Those are not my

"So what do you do for fun?" which sent a tremendous jolt of en- in an. information booth, "It adds
you ask.'
thusiasm and pride through the stu- character:"
Q: How many restrooms are
I'm beginning to get irritated dent body. You could frequently
with all of your questions, but I will hear thrilling conversations such as: there in the library?
A: At least 16.
answer them anyway. Last spring,
"The baseball team won
Q: Why do you know how
we were treated to a surprise which again."
many .restrooms there are in the
added suspense and drama to our
"Yup."
. walking to classes. We were all exBut baseball's not the only library?
A: None of your business.
words, that's how the UCF Cata- posed to Legionnaire's Disease! At sport of interest. Basketball games
Q: Why does the guy in the
first it didn't worry me because I are popular, too. Once in a while
logue puts it.
· Nowit'stimetobuythebooks had no future plans of becoming a Shaquille O'Neil shows up in atten- bookstore who takes my bag never
say anything to
you need. If you take a brief stroll legionnaire. But then news came dance. Shaquille
me?
over to the UCF Bookstore, you'll out of people who were not at all O'Neil, in case
A: He's
see that it's just like Disney World, legionnaires, such as janitors, started you've been
a mime. Next
because there is a long, seemingly getting the disease, causing me to locked in a car
time ask him to
never-ending line. Some of these become increasingly paranoid. And trunk for several
pretend like
people 1n line h~ve no idea what then, just when we thought it was years, is a
he's trapped in
they're waiting for, they just as- over, another case popped up, then · spokesperson, qu~ons
a glass box.
sume it's got to be som~thing good, another. Ironically, this all occurred writer, rapper,
Q: Aml,
but most of the line dwellers are the week Outbreak hit the theaters. actor, priest,
as a student, althere to buy books (horribly expen- But now: Legionnaire's Disease is CEOofReebok,
sive books with lots 'o f charts and in the past and we can only wait for Secretary of - - - - - - - - - - - - • lowed to park in
graphs). But by the time you get to the next epidemic to hit our humble Staie, and he also plays basketball a reserved parking place?
A: Sure, especially those
the front of the line there will be school. I'm preparing for scurvy by occasionally. .
spaces
right next to the Adminisstocking
up
on
citrus
fruits.
UCF
gets
its
fair
share
of
cenone left. Sure, there will be a few
,
tration
Building. (I will not be
Other attractions at UCF in- . lebrities, too. In additi9n to the Exbooks on the shelf, but only the ones
held
responsible
for any citations
noonewants,likeTheEarth'sMag- elude a game room, several ecutive Producer of 60 Minutes,
netosphere, And.Things That Rhyme pseudo-restaurants, the StudentAc- Shaqujlle O'Neil, Governor Lawton or slashed tir:~s .y0u receive,
With "Magneto------------- tiv1ty Center, Chiles and founder of "Wendy's" though).
Q: Architecturally speakDave Thomas visited UCF last
of you
spring. I was actually in the same ing, what is the worst-designed
freshman are out
Wild Pizza," and room as Dave Thomas. Unfortu- building on campus?
there sayin.g,
a
A: Open ledges in the chemnately, he didn't pass out free ham"OK, enough
yet-tr>-re-rompletro burgers or anything, he just waved a istry building are a bad idea.
abouttheparking
' · .
Student Union, lot. Unable to contain myself, I exSo now that you've got a
which is now an citedlb' ,shouted, "I love Arby's!" feel for the University, show your
and
books.
stuff, get involved, and get a
What's the Uniexcellent place to and was immediately ushered out.
versity of Central
get Tetanus at.
So, new students, I have com- booster shot. Thank you. ·
*Hey look! An lnteractive
Florida
all ------------(Legionnaire's posed alistof frequently asked quesAND Tetanus! Is this place great, or tions regarding UCF and, possibly, Columnist! E-mail me at:
about?"
david.swartz@outdoor.com.
Well, if you will stop asking what?!)
their answers:
In addition to contracting disQ: Why does the water in the (That last period was for
stupid questions I will tell you. Generally, there are a lot of classes. In eases, you can also go to sporting fount3:i~ change colors from .day to sentence-ending purposes. Don't
include it in the address or your
between of your classes, you walk events. Last season, the UCF base- day?
ball team won 29 games in a row,
to your next class. That's about it.
A: According to some folks message will be sent to aliens).

So, new students, I

have composed a list
of frequently asked
regarding
UCF and, possibly,
their answers:

sphere~l

PARKING PROTOCOL ;~~~l;:al~;~
is as follows: Une
your automobile Up
so you are BETWEEN
THE POSTS.

David Swartz - Meet the author

A Short Article AbOut A RelativelJ Dull Guy .
Ii' s
not often that
you' re asked
to write an
autobiography of yourself that will be read by thousands
of your peers. You have to be careful about
what you say. For instance, I wouldn't want to
openly admit that I own three Yanni CD's,
and I certainly wouldn't want to mention that
I can't write in cursive. So, in an attempt to
take up space in the paper, I:iere' s a brief
description of myself:
I was born in Maryland on May 24,
1976, but for the sake of sending presents,
let's assume that my birthday is every other
.l. .i.1U.U.] •
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moved to Barstow, California. For you
non-geography majors, Barstow is strategically located in the Mojave Desert halfway
between Las Vegas and Hell, by which I mean
Los Angeles. All in all, deserts are great
places for a kid to grow up. The only problem
was that every time my friends and I struck up

a sporting activity, one ofus would invariably
lose consciousness from heat exhaustion. It's
pretty difficult maintaining a smooth-running
game of baseball when your left fielder is
being tended to by a team of paramedics.
So then my dad was transferred to the
Kennedy Space Center and here we are in
Central Florida. I graooated from Titusville
High School in '94 and still Iivein the Titusville
area.
A little Titusville High School Trivia is
that THS is the closest school to NASA, only
about 11 miles from the launch pads. As you
can imagine, being so close to shuttle launches
sends waves of enthusiasm and inspiration
through the school. Walkini! tn cl~~" vru 'rl
uuen near people say, "Look! The Space
Shuttle is blasting ~ff into outer space! And it
looks exactly like the last 900 launches ...
~t's go to class."
Now I drive to UCF every day and like
everyone in the world who doesn't have a talk
show,Ihaveacolumn;acolumnthatiswithin
three legal millimeters of being an exact

replica to that of Dave Barry. If you've been
reading my commentaries during the sununer,
you've learned about roadkill, the slow-motion
building of the Student Union, and an excellent way to get your arm pulled off. If you
haven't ·been reading my work, then I can
throw in a few re-runs and you'll be none the
wiser.
The other staff columnists will provide
you with dozens of articles about government
and politics that will come in handy if you're
everonJeopardy. I, on tI:ieother hand, promise
to maintain a 100% Fact Free Column about
the most trivial topics imaginable. In fact,
you'll probably kick yourself for taking the

1

writing, because you could have used the time
for something much more useful, such as
reading the precautions on a box of Q-Tips.
Did you know that the directions say to gently
swab only the OUTER ear? By a show of
hands, who here only swabs their outer ear?
Look around. No one's hands are up. You're
not alone.

All Of Us On The Opinion Staff Welcome You To The Fall Term!
We have big plans, new formats, and new ways for you to be
involved. So get involved, Write for us! Call today for more
information!
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Don't be-taken in by gun control
"'

O A member of the ·
NRA exposes myths
an.d realities of gun
control.
In July, two carjackers kidnapped Coral Springs businessman
Paul Brite and forced him into the
trunk of his Lexus. Later, they
stopped to check if he was summoning aid with a cellular phone. Armed
with two guns, Brite ordered the
carjackers to lie on the ground. He
fired warning shots, but one of the
thugs moved as if he were going for
a gun. Brite shot him dead.
A knife-wielding intruder
bl:lfstintoaLouisiana woman's bedroom where she huddled with her
22-month-old child. She shot and
mortally wounded him with a .38
pistol.
Home invaders entered the
house of Maryland resident
Sharon-Jo Ramboz and her children, but the sound of her chambering a round into her (banned) Colt
AR-15 was enough to send the
would-be perpetrators packing.
Different people in different
places, yet they had something in
common--they could defend themselves and other innocents thanks to
our right to keep and bear arms.

Incidents like these are ample evidence that gun control is an idea
whose time should never have come.
But like the Energizer bunny,
anti-gunners just keep going and
going, spouting illogical, hysterical
rhetoric and drafting laws that fly in
the face ofthe Constitution and common sense itself.
We are armed to discourage
tyranny in government. ''Tyranny
can't· happen in America," I hear
you say. But look at every oppressive regime in the world's history.
Dictators ruway&en.slaved defenseless people. Perish the complacent
belief that America is immune from
oppression. Just listen to the president and his staff. Guess what core
leftist belief they have in common?
They remind me ofa line from Frank
Herbert's Dune: "enemies had their
own plans within plans, their own
stacked treacheries." These gungrabbers wanttodisarmAmericain
order to further their doomed dream

of socialism.
We are armed to defend ourselves. Wayne LaPierre, Executive
Vice President of the National Rifle
Association, wrote in his book Guns,
Crime and Freedom: "The
Founders' purpose in guaranteeing
the.right to keep and bear arms was
not merely to overthrow tyrants.
They saw the right to arms as crucial
to what they believed was a prime
natural right--self--defense." An
armed victim who resists his or her
assailant has a far better chance of
surviving. There are mountains of
case histories supporting this, but
gun-controllers are stripping us of
our protection, leaving us vulnerable to criminals whom gun laws
will never disarm. Let me refute
some gun control myths:
Myth: Guns cause crime.
Reality: Malevolynce does
not reside in a gun, an object with no
life or will of its own. A gun cannot
pull its own trigger, nor can the
presence of a gun ''make" someone

a criminal. Guns are used for good miscreants get their hardware illeor evil by people. It's the finger, not gally. Remember that every time a
the trigger; it's the hand, not the gun. prcxluct' s legal market is eliminated,
Myth: Gun control reduces an illegal market flourishes in its
crime on the streets.
place.
Reality: There are more than
Myth: Anti-gun politicians
20,000 gun laws in effect, inCluding are anti-crime politicians.
the ballyhooed Brady Bill, but not
Reality: Anti-gun politicians
one of them has curbed crime. Crime are by their very nature notoriously
has many causes, but guns are not soft on crime. Their laws make the
one of them. Criminals acquire streets safe for thugs by handcufftheir firepower illegally; thus, gun ing decent citizens. They appear to
laws 'do not hamper criminals. If be "doing something" about crime,
gun control really reduced crime, it but they even admit that their laws
are symbolic! Symwould have worked by
bolism is apropos in
now.
artandliterature, not
Myth: Rising
in ill-conceived legcrime rates indicate we
islation that adare in need of more gun
versely affects milcontrol.
lions oflaw-abiding
Reality: Gun
citizens.
control has aggravated,
Myth: The
not alleviated, AmerSecondAmendment
ica's burgeoning crime
of the Constitution
rate. The horrible
is outdated and
crimes we hear about
should be repealed.
so often demonstrate the
Reality: The
utterfailure·ofgun regulation. Gun control. is --------·government will
not crime control, and law- abiding never cease to be a potential threat
peoplecan'tdefend themselves with to us, because we never know who
anti-gun laws. If a carjacker pulls a will wield power next. Witness
gun on me, can I reasonably say, Comrade President Clinton, who
"Don't you know the Brady Bill is spearheaded the Great Gun 6rab of
stopping you?"
'94. The Second Amendment is the
Myth: Gun control will elimi- guarantor of the rest of the Constitunate the illegal gun trade.
tion; if we the ~ple are disarmed,
Reality: At least this myth
see GUN CONTROL, page 13
acknowledges the fact that society's

Remember that
every time a
producfs legal
market is
eliminated, an
illegal market
ftoilrishes in its

,place.
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WE WILL BE OPEN
THURSDAY AUG. 24 8:30-7:00
FRIDAY AUG. 25 8:30-5:00
SATURDAY AUG. -26 10:00-3:00
MON. 28 TUES. 29 WED. 30 THUR. 31 .8:30-8:00
'FRIDAY SEPT. 1 8:30-5:00
SATURDAY SEPT. 2 · 10:00-3:00
UNIVERSrIY

BOOKSTORE

MONDAY SEPT.-··4 CLOSED
TUES. 5 WED. 6 THUR. 7 8:30-7:00
FRIDAY SEPT. 8 8:30-5:00
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from GUN CONTROL, page 12

then the government can do whatever it wants to us. The importance
of our right to anns has not diminished over time. In his essay "A
Nation of Cowards," author Jeff
Synder reminds us: "Laws disarming honest citizens proclaim that the
government is the master, not the
servant of the people."
Myth: The anti-gun (or liberal) position is a humane and compassionate way of fighting crime.
Reality: It's humane and
compassionate to the criminals.
Keep in mind that anti-gun-ners are
often anti-prison and anti-death penalty. Professor David Bordua of the
University oflllinois theorized why
anti-gunners have chosen their way
of "fighting" crime: "Doing things
to a gun is more compassionate than
doing things to an armed robber,
burglar, or another human being."
To . the leftists, "society" causes
crime. They blame crime and violence on guns, their availability, aI\d
gun owners, who are pejoratively
called "gun nuts." Anti-gunners prefer to attack inanimate objects and
their sane, law-abiding users instead
of criminals.
Anti-gunners wantto ban and
confiscate all firearms. Some may
deny it, but their agendas state otherwise. In February, Senator Dianne
Feinstein (D-CA) told CBS's 60
Minutes: "If I could have gotten ...
an outright [gun] ban, picking up

every one of them, Mr. and Mrs.
America turn them all in, I would do
it." Friends, she is referring not to
weightlifters or beauty' contestants,
but John and Jane Q. Public-me
and you. Anti-gunners cannot tell
the difference between rapacious,
armed criminals and crime-fearing,
armed citizens.
To those who think the NRA
is obstructionist: The men and
women of this lobby understand the
sham that anti- gunners are selling
America. They will not-and must
never--compromise. In Magnum
Force Lobby, Edward F. Leddy
wrote: "Efforts to achieve gun control by deception have made the
National Rifle Association suspicious and less willing to give its
opponents the benefit of the doubt."
The NRA knows its gun-banning
enemies even better than those enemies know themse!ves.
Try, if you can, to ignore
anti-gunners' lies, emotionalism,
flagrant illogic and specious statistics. Instead, pay close attention to
clear, piercing logic and common
sense: Guns and their availability
neither cause nor worsen crime. Gun
control laws, from the pettiest to the
most Draco_nian, do not reduce
crime. Gun control does not disarm
andrenderharmlessanycriminal .
Equating a law-;abiding, solid citi·zen with a criminal is an insult repeated by the elite, the media, the
President and his Kremlin cronies
in Washington. I can't stand to be

w ·orld Wide Web
E-Mail IRC Chat
10,000 News Groups

Joseph Nacl_
eau - _Meet eauthor
H I. I. emment is wasteful, intrusive and people by the content of their charThe Central requires a thorough overhaul. It is acter. That's tjght, and that applies
Florida Fu- supposed to serve us. I am a staunch to people of any national origin,
ture wel- proponent of American's right to race, color, religion, sex, or sexual
comes you keep and bear arms. I favor keep- orientation.
!believe in the principals this
back. This ing our military strong, but I opterm, you'll pose runaway spending on it, and nation was founded upon, and that
see familiar Americamustlimitanydependence our Founding Fathers--as imperwriters and new ones. I got on board on the United Nations. I believe feet as they were--did establish a
this summer, so I'll introduce my- Bill Clinton is unfit to be president free country, and the Constitution
self. I am a conservative Christian, of the United States; that he is the is worthy of the highest respect.
We must do everything in
but I am cautious about uniting mostpowerfulmaninAmericaisa
church and state (surprise!). I am disgrace.Thiscountrydeservesbet- oui power to protect our environnot hompphobic, but I dislike ex- ter.
ment. The earth itself is not fragile,
tremists who demand special legal
I realize America was born but we are. Poisor{ in our drinking
pri~ileges.I am also pro-choice; how- out of strife and has had difficulties water will kill us regardless of our
ever,
I
oppose
the in correcting injustices, past and political views.
abortion-on-demand mentality of present."NativeAmericansandAfI do not believe in pursuing
radical feminists.
ricanAmericans, for example, have controversy for its own sake, nor do
Despite how illusive it seems suffered greatly. If America is to I want to offend anyone. I wish to
today, I believe in the American survive, we have to learn from hi~- · discuss issues, not incite hatred,
Dream. I think that freedom and tory. and move on, instead of ob- acrimonious arguments. I welcome
responsibility, religious faith, indi- . sessing over race· and spreading open, intelligent debates, and The
vi dualism, and self-reliance are political correctness. Martin Luther Central Florida Future welcomes
priceless. The United States gov- Kin-g, Jr. ~aid w.e .should judge 4tters to "the Editor. ·
'·

insulted any more. Nor should you.
There is simply no way to
classify the anti-gun viewpoint as
"valid." It is blindness and naivete
ofimmeasurable width, breadth and

depth. Guns are not the problem;
criminals are.
Guns are not the problem;
gun-grabbers are. Gun ·conlfol is
unconstitutional, un-American, and

exacerbates the problem it is intended to solve. I :w<:mld like to ask
anti-gunners: What part of "shall
not be infringed" do you not understand?

.,..-~~~~~~~~~~:__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WE NEED ART
WRITERS, CALL US
WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES! ALL SIZES• TWIN TO KING!

ONET
INTERNET
SERVICES
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Software Provided

Free User Home Page
Special Student Rate
$ 18 per month for 80 Hours

Call ONET at 291~7000
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TWIN
Ea. Pc.

ROADWAY PACKAQE SYSTEM

Looking~rA

PART-TIME JOB
That Pays Great Cash?
Classes have started, and are you wondering how you are going to
pay for tuition, room and board, books or just have extra spending
money? Does $7·$7.50/hour with a 25C/hour raise after 90 days
.
sound good fo you?

IF SO, THEN CHECK lHIS,OUT!
Roadway Package System, the nation's fastest growing small p~ck
age delivery service, is currently hiring. permanent, part-time
employees to help process packages from vans and walk-in trailers.
•
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START YOUR CAREER WHILE EARNING GREAT$$$$

ROADWAY PACKAGE
SYSTEM, INC.
3000 Directors Row
Orlando, FL 32809
(Directions: RPS is located off
John Young Parkway between
Oakridge and Sandlake Rd.)
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WE OFFER:
.
Tuition assistance
• Advancement opportunities
3-5 hours a day - 5 days a week • Paid weekly
Challenging work environment
Start times: 2:30 AM • 2 PM • 6 PM • 11 PM

CALL - 888-2899
or stop by the Career Resource Center
on ~am pus for more information.
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Cabinet Appointments·
Cabinet:
Director of Governmental Affairs - Clarke Sturge
Spirit Advocate - Trey Gordon
Director of Communications and Public Relations - Melissa Lawrence ·
Attorney General - Niki Penne
Judicial Advisor - Wendy Reese
Comptroller - Sean Marrero Technologies and Information Specialist - Tim Dady
Director of Campus Services - Brian Fischbein
Executive Admnistrator - John Stafford
Director of Non-Traditional and Multicultural Services - Derrick Thomas
Brevard - Wanda Bauer
Area Campus Coordinator:
Daytona Beach
South Orlando

Environmental Advocate - Elizabeth Duchock
Academic Advocate - Barbara Pate
Student Lobbying - Debbie Garcia
Vehicle Managers - Alberto Amoros, Ted Gregory
Graphics Coordinator - Beth Epstein
Clubs and Organizations Advocate - Martha Arias
Internal Auditor - Brett Mearkle
Marketing Specialist - Chris Koslowski
Receptionists - Sarah Knowles, Christina Salvia
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Roommates
Female wanted to share 2bd/2ba
apt at Bishop Park in WP. Must
be ok with cats, clean & considerate. $310/mo. + 1/2 util. Great
location, great price.
Call Robin 678-5389

Classified

Waterbed, with heater, hose,
frame, headboard, the works!
Two years old, one owner,
originally purchased for $800,
asking $300, obo. Call Greg 6586821 days, 359-9054 nights.
2BR/2BA in Hunter's Reserve.
Vaulted ceilings, screened patio,
security, 2 mi. from UCF.
Very nice! 359-1461.

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call (206)632-1146 ext.
J54181

ICM-established, reputable
mktg. firm looking for dependNS female wanted to share 2bd/
able, responsible inside sales
2b apt. $320 + 1/2 util. 894-9380 i----A-P_A_R_T_M_E_N_T_F_O_R_S_A_L_E_ _
reps. Immediate hire, FT/PT,
convenient location to UCF on
Town house, 2 br 2 1/2 ba now
University Blvd. Benefits, Credit
qualifying/assumable loan Winter
Union
membership. Guaranteed
Park 1O min. from UCF $49,900.
salary
+ bonus & commissions,
(404)396-1020. Available now.
paid training. Call (407)858Furnished bedroom for rent in
Very low down payment will get
9160 or (407)679-5455.
private house 2 mi. N. of UCF.
you in!
365-9815
YOUTH PROGRAMS

For Rent

I

. \

2 BR, 2BA; new carpet; $580/
month; Fox Hunt Lanes 2838
Hunt Club Lane (904)335-5681
leave message

Autos

COUNSELORS (Part-time)
CITY OF MAITLAND
Parks & Recreation Department

88 sporty silver Honda Prelude
sunroof, A/C, AM/FM cassette
Must be 18 or older. Pass HRS
$4,995. 380-9819.
screening requirements. Possess
House for rent-large 5 bedroom - - - - - - - - - - - - HRS certification of training or
2 1/2 bath, large lot, 1+ mile from
Ford L1'D $500.
obtain this certification within one
UCF $950/month. Please call
1976, 2-door, stereo, service
and one-half years of employ672-5772(present tenant) 657history avail. Runs nice and quiet.
ment. Possess certification in
First-Aid and CPR or obtain this
4124(Kristin owner)
Must sell. 359-1461
certification within three months
UCF area/Waterford Lakes
of employment. Prior experience
luxury condo. Lakefront, fully
working with school age children
furnished, including washer/
and experience in instructing
Models 5'5"-5'11" for 3-day
sports, fitness and martial arts a
dryer. $460 a month. Call agent
plus. Monday through Friday,
382-1666.
swimsuit show. Pay is $500 to
$600. Call All-Star 263-8581.
T A0000271

Condo 2 bedroom/2bath $60,000.
Pool, tennis. 1 mile north of UCF
on Alafaya. Hunter's Reserve.
Call (904) 761-4879.

<" J

r ..... J

!
!

Laptop computer $450. 386, BNV,
1.44 internal drive, DOS 5.0,
Windows, case, mouse, batteries,
adapter, etc. Must sell by 8/25.
359-1461.

Wednesdays
on the Green
with the
Future and
Axis.
FREE stuff.
Be there.

Students needed to work at
Orlando lnt'I Airport, Sept 11-24.
Neat appearance required. 2030 hrs/wk. $7.00/hr. Call Dr.
Klee 823-270 or 678-0767.
Administrative assistant-Girl
Friday for real estate developer,
10 hrs/wk, flexible hrs., word
processing skills & transportation ·
req., $7.50/hr., John 422-1000.

morning and afternoon hours.
Apply to: City of Maitland,
Personnel Dept. 1776 Independence Lane, Maitland, FL 32751.
Positions are open until filled.
Qualified individuals with disabilities will be reasonably accommodated. EOE M/F/DN. D/F/VV.
. CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2000+/month. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time
positions. No exp necessary.
For info. call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C54181

Interested in the Arts?
Call Rick to write.
(Free admission to
shows included)
823-8054 ext. 24

Future Classifieds.
\.

August 24, 1995

Needed: Responsible person to
pick up 2 children from school and
provide 3 hours childcare 5 days/
wk. Expenses and salary. Call
823-5783(w) 365-9412(h).

i---------------1
Small lawn care co. has immediate
part time positions available and
possibly a full time position in
Longwood Alt. Springs area. All will
be year-round. Salary is negotiable.
Hrs. are flexible. 290-5906.
VALET PARKING POSITIONS:
City Nights Valet, Inc. is now
hiring runners to fill valet parking
positions at several locations
across Central Florida. You
must be capable of intense
running, have a good driving
record and a great attitude. We
are looking for safe, careful
drivers who know friendly
service to a customer. You need
to be available at least one (1)
weekend night and one (1) week
day or night per week minimum.
Shifts available around the
clock, scheduling is flexible
around jobs and other responsibilities. Pay is outstanding. Only
clean cut, honest, h~rd-working
and serious athletes need apply.
Call (407)849-0670 to set an
·
appointment.

Wanted
Home for 2 yr. old, female, longhaired black cat. FREE. Food,
litterpan, litter, etc. incl.
Call by 8/25. 359-1461
Top Dollar Paid-wantedProm, Homecoming, Bridesmaids
Gowns & evening wear. Highest
commissions paid on consignment
in tri-county area. We will come
pick up. Call 892-5505.

Typists

(_

Word Processing, research
papers, manuscripts, resumes,
etc. Call 366-9626.

Other
(

Bally special limited program for
students and residents. Call
Walter 297-8400.

$1000
FUNDRAISER
Fraternities, Sororities & Student
Organizations. You've seen
credit card fundraisers before,
but you've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per application.
· Call Donna at
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE carriera.

Personals
TIRED OF DATING SCENE?
Don't just date, find a good mate.
Call & listen ·to messages. If you
want to, leave your own. Call 1900-787-2847 now ($1.98/min.,
avg. cost $8) 18 yrs/touch tone
only, longent. Orlando, FL
(360)636-3313.
(

Tutors
Wanting to hire female education
student to help homeschool two
female students-5th and 9th
grades. Call 275-9902. ask for
Debbie. Flexible hours.

·FREE MONE~ FOR COLL.EGE

· BilliQns to be claimed
All students ·quality
$350 guaranteed
for a nominal processing fee

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973

St.u dent Legal Services
Problems With:
•Landlords
• ln.surance
• Cqntracts
• Tralfic Tickets

(

(

Need:
•A yYill
•A ~ame Change
• Uncontested Dissolution

"·
'l

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legaf consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
·
call 823-2538
or stop by the student cent~r room 22 7
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

,
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It ain't an·
black & ~Lfil[1Grn
byMike White
Hey everybody, get together and
join me for a new perspective into the
world of music. I'm going to focus
mainly on the local stuff, but I'll also
run my mouth about the national scene.
By now everyone knows
Orlando's own 7 Mary 3 signed a deal
with Mammoth records this summer.
After the huge success of "Cumbersome" on WJRR(lOI.l)the group had
every major label ready to sign them
but instead chose Mammoth, an independent label. Of course Mammoth is
a subsidiary of Atlantic so everyone
from here to Boise should be able to
buy their new CD with no problem.
I caught Bughead at Sapphire
last week, and they put on their usual
awesome set of funky music played
with ciangerous precision. Lead singer/
guitarist Nathan donned a Hendrixish
afro wig for the occasion. You never
know what you'll see at a Bughead
show but you do know you'll hear
monster grooves that would make
George Clinton proud.
Be sure to catch Marcy at the
Sapphire on the 28th. I first saw them
early last summer, and l came away
totally impressed. Their style is reminiscent of the Pixies or Sugar but they
certainly are not copycats, or in other
words you won't feel like you've heard
their material somewhere else before.
We will definitely be doing a story on
Marcy in the coming weeks.
Thanks to everybody that came
out to the Axis tent at the Warped tour.
If you were~' t there you missed a phenomenal day ·o{ music, and my personal faves Seaweed delivered as I
thought they would, forcing everyone
wnemet we nxea tt or ·nor. i tnea to
stay back and just enjoy the music, but
when you here Seaweed you have to
move. After their set the boys from
Tacoma hung out in the Axis tent,
signing autographs and drinking mass

are
By :MIKE WlllTE
Music editor
Following in the footsteps of House
of Pain come Lordz of Brooklyn, a bunch
of white boys ready to tell the world
about life in their neighborhood. Their
sound comes from the HOP/Cypress Hill
school of jumping beats and catchy choruses. The music is rap but the message is
universal--work hard, show respect and
your time will come. Right before their
August show at the Fairbanks Inn, I chatted with ADMoney about living in Brooklyn, touring with House of Pain, and
paying dues in the real world.

Q: Have you played in Florida
before?
A: Yeah. I used to do back-ups for
House of Pain. When we were recording
our album I went out on tour with House
of Pain and I did some graffiti for them.
I was like the hype man that made people
jump around. So I have some touring
experience thanks to them.
Q: Were they cool to work with?
A: Yeah, you know that was a time
when I was paying dues and learning the
road and stuff, and they were more than
helpful in letting me get my thing on. I
definitely think I represented for them
and I think they were sorry I had to leave
and do my own thing.
Q: Do you think Lordz of Brooklyn
is representing Italian life the way House
of Pain is representing Irish life?
. A: It' really more about a Brooklyn
11Ke we ··re a iOf ol na11onam1es: Brooklyn
is more geared and
\.
catered to that, sure,
you know what I'm
saying. We call it a
Brooklyn
mutt
thing. It's really
about a neighborhood and a vibe.

through that because that's the way they
Ii ve life--straight forward. If you want an
answer from them, you get one. There's
no bullshitting around because Ws fast
out here in New York City. There's no
time for bullshit. One thing people misunderstand is that they're not arrogant
and ignorant about things. They're very
loyal and very willing to give a chance,
but like I said it's a respect thing.

Q: Who were
Lordz of Brooklyn's
musical influences?
A: We grew up
listening to Janis or
Jirni Hendrix or Kiss,
you know what I meap..
So you'll hear a lot of
that influence. Cream,
Traffic, you'll hear a
lot of that hard rock influence in our music
and then you'll also
hear Sinatra or Tony
Bennett. And definitely
old school hip-hop.

music. When I say everything, I mean we
stuck it out and gave up our broken homes
and school just to do the music. It took a
few years and a lot of my friends died in
the process. A lot of people went to jail,
but we all had the same common dream- to come out of Brooklyn strong and
represent our side of the story.

The Lordz debut on American is All in the Family.

Q: You hear that for sure.
A: I grew up listening to rap and
toward the late '70s, early '80s. I was out
on the street, and I 'Yas involved in the
graffiti scene and that's how I started
making a name for myself, in graffiti on
the trains. We didn't go to summer camp,
the subway was our camp. Kry Ion and
like graffiti was the way we expressed
ourself. So through that I got into rap. I
used to do backgrounds for groups that
Daddy' Kane, and Publlc Enemy":· 1 knew

Q: Do get a lot of flak in the rap
community because you are white?
A: I never looked at it as a color
thing. When you're writing graffiti as a
kid, it wasn't looked on like that. It was
who could get nice, you know. Who
could burn. Rap and graffiti was a street
thing, it wasn' treally a color thing. Whoever says it was, they' re bullshittin', you
know what I'm say in'. There was pioneers in rap and graffiti that were white
kids. It was more about who could get
come from Brooklyn, the music was al-

Q: . Describe
life in Brooklyn. Is it
rough?
A: Yeah. It's
definitely a real
place. It's a place
whete people are
hardworking middle
...

Seaweed
quantities of beer. Seaweed's new album Spanaway is in stores now. Buy
it.
Face to Face also went off, sending bodies flying everywhere as they
bashed through an hour's worth of
material. As headliners, they had to
outdo everyone else on the tour and did
it with no problem.
If you like local music be sure to
head out to B.T. Grinders on the
Chickasaw Trail. It is one of the few
places in town where you will only
hear local bands.

- ...- 1 - .

· ·- - ·.·

know what I mean.
They're willjng to
give up their dreams
and work 9-5 and not
'
complain.
On the
weekends they get
to .go out. It's definitely a place you
~an come and get a
straight answer, you
know whatl'm saying. No beating around
the bush out here. It builds character
because it is a rough place. But people
out here respect you as long as you respect them.

we had a story to tell, and we could do
this. ·So instead of graffiti on the train, it
was graffiti on the brain. Taking graffiti
to another level. We're still doing graffiti
but lyrically.

Q: There is the stereotype that
people from Brooklyn tend to see through
bulls---in. ls that true?
A: They do. Definitely they see

Q: What do you mean when you say
you've paid your dues?
A: There was a lot of drama in our
lives. We gave up everything to do the rap

Courtesy/ Amer1can

The Lordz of Brooklyn- they all wear hats.
ways here, the graffiti was always here.
People worry about is this another Vanilla Ice thing, is this a gimmick, or this
or that? We were born and raised in
Brooklyn and we paid our dues. If anybody gives us flak that's when they're
disrespectin' and that's when we don't
go for it, and the baseball bats and
cadillacs come out.

(
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Art
Movies
Music

1beatre

ANY

6" TUNA
MEAL DEAL

6" sue

ft'

$3A9 $1 7

6n TUNA SUB, MED. DRINK

JUSf

AND ABAG OF CHIPS

•

FREE $10
6" sue•
.

'!f

WHENYOUIUYA6"SUB:

f OOTLONG!

EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE AND
ADRINK AT REGULAR PRICE.

Offer expires 9130/95
Not good with any other offers or specials.
One coupon per customer per visit.
Double meat available at extra cost

Offer expires 9/30/95
Not good with 3frf other offers or specials.
One coupon per customer per visit
Double meat available at extra cost.

Offer expires 9/30/95
Not good with any otlier offers or specials.
One coupon per customer per visit.
Double meaf available at extra cost

.SUBWA~·

.SUBWAY-'

,SUBWAY-'

Offer expires 9/30/95
Not good with any other offers or specials.
One coupon per customer per visit
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South Ortando Locations: .
2008 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando
1742 S. Orange Ave. Orlando
4307 Curry Ford Rd. Ortando
4618 Kirkman Rd. Ot1ando
2224 Chickasaw Tr. Orlando
· 7536 Dr. Phillips Blvd. #350 Orlando
7515 S. Orange Ave. Orlando
2394 Oakridge Plaza Orlando
5628 Pershing Ave. Orlando
37 N. Orange Ave. STE 150 Orlando

4678 S. Oranae Blossom Traff Orlando
10376 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando
2455 S. Hiawassee Rd. Orlando
8096 S. Orange Blossom Trail Orlando
5740 International Dr. Orlando
3912 Alafaya Tr. OHando
11314 s. Orange Blossom Trail Orlando
1045 S. Dillard St Winter Garden
7339 E. Colonial Dr. STE 1Orlando
573 N. Semoran Blvd. Orlando
11127 W. Colonial Dr. Ocoee

Osceola Locations:
7856 West Highway 192 Kissimmee
5260 W.lrlo Bronson Memoriaf"Kissimmee
1954 Dart Blvd. STE 4E Kissimmee
3215 S. Bermuda Ave. #806 Kissimmee
1220 W.lrlo Bronson Memorial Kissimmee
2420 13th st. st Cloud
12388 S.R. s3s Lake Buena Vista
North Orlando Locations:
1045 S. Dillard St. Winter Garden
5539 W.Colonial Dr. Orlando

.SUBWAY-"
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4353 Edgewater Dr. STE 400 Orlando
4300 Claracona Ocoee #201 Orlando
2927'0rlando Ave. Sanford
4181 Orange Blvd,take Monroe
3801 W. Lake Mruy Blvd. #125Lake Mruy
2632 StaJe Rd. 434 Longwood
,
1018 W. Stat~ Rd. 434 STE 130 Longwood
156 S. Hwy 17 ·92 Longwood
2180 W. Mttchell Hammock Rd. #113 Oveido
139 E. Highway 46 Oveido

1271 Semoran Blvd. STE 159 Casselberry
710 E. Altamonte Dr. Altamonte Springs
300 s. State Rd. 434 #100iAltamonte Spmgs
1425 Tuscawilla Rd. Winter Springs
19.51 Aloma Ave. Winter Park
4270 Aloma Ave. STE 146 Winter Park
646 S. Orlando Ave. Winter Park
145 S. Orlando Ave. #4 Maitland
11127 W. Colonial Dr. Ocoee
2131 E. Semorari B~d.°ApoPka ·
101 West Main Street. Apopka

SHOP
ANN TAYLOR LO FT
AND RECEIVE

%ff
YOUR PURCHASE
And, .when you present
this card along with the
information below,
receive a free Loft cap.
No purchase necessary. Cap supply
is limited. Offers expire 9/30/95 .
This coupon may be used only once.
One cap per customer.

Cal/DK
823-8054

ext. 27

------------------------------------------------ - ------------------------------------------------- - ----~- - -

Name
Campus Address

Permanent Address

City

City

---

State

Zip

State

Zip
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Movie
Guide

Weekly showtimes for local theaters

•j

•

AMC Fashion Village 8
(896-7688)
Something to Talk About (R)
F-Sa 1:50,5:10,8,10:20,12:40
Su-Th l :50,5: 10,8, 10:20
The Net (PG-13)
F-Sa 1:40,4:20,7:30,10:10,1 2:35
Su-Th 1:40,4:20,7:30,1 0:1 0
Desperado (R)
F-Sa 1:30,5,7:50,10:20,12: 45
Su-Th 1:30,5,7:50,10:20
Lord of Illusions (R)
F-Sa 1:20,4:30,7:30,10:15,12:45
Su-Th 1:20,4:30,7:30,10: 15
A Walk in the Clouds (PG-13)
F-Sa 2,4:50,7:40,10: 10, 12:30
Su-Th 2,4:50,7:40, 10: 10
Mortal Kombat (PG-13)
F-Sa 12,2:20,4:40,7:20,9:45,12
Su 12,2:20,4:40,7:20,9:45
M-Th 2: 10,4:40,7:20,9:45
A Kid in King Arthur's Court (PG)
F-Sa 12,2: 10,4:40,7:20,9:45,12
Su 12,2: 10,4:40,7:20,9:45
M!fu!Th 2: 10,5:20,7:40,9:45
W2:10,9:45
Waterworld (PG-1 3)
F-Sa 1,4,7,9:55 ,12:25
Su 1,4,7,9:55
M-Th I :30,4: 20,7:10,9:55
All shows on Wednesday @10 a.m.
GC Colonial Promenade 6
(898-7707)
Babe (G)
F-Sa 1,2:50,4:40,6:30,8: 20, 10: 10
Su,M,W,Th 1,2:50,4:40,6:30,8:20
Tu 1,2:50,4:40
The Baby-sitters Club (PG)
F-Sa 1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:20,11:15
Su-Th 1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7: 10, 9:20
Beyond Rangoon (R)
F-Sa 1:45,4:15, 7, 9:10, 11:20
Su-Th 1:45,4:15, 7, 9:10
The Brothers McMullen
F-Sa I :30,3:30,5:30, 7:30, 9:40, 11 :35
Su-Th 1:30,3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:40
Dangerous Minds (R)
F-Sa 2, 4:30, 7:20, 9:30, 11 :30
Su-Th 2, 4:30, 7:20, 9:30
The Indian in the Cupboard (PG)
1:20, 3:20
Free WiJJy 2 (PG) ·
F-Sa 5:20,7:40, 9:35, 11:25
Su-Th 5:20, 7:40, 9:35
GC Fashion Square 6
(895-1029)
Clueless (PG-13)
2, 4:25, 7: 20, 9:50
Nine Months (PG-13)
1:45, 4:10, 7:15, 9:40
Apollo 13 (PG)
1,4,7,9:45
Virtuosity (R)
F-W 1:55,4: 15, 7:45, 10
Th 1:55, 4: 15
The Amazing Panda Adventure (G)
1, 3:05, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10
Arabian Knight (G) .
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
Regal Cinema UC7
(277-1454)
Mortal Kombat (PG-13)
1:10. 3:25, 5:40, 7:55, 10:10
A Walk in the Clouds (PG-13)
1:30, 3:40, 5:50, 7:55, 10:10
Dangerous Minds (R)
'
I :45, 3:50, 5:45, 7:45 , 9:45
Desperado (R)
1, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, IO
Something to Talk About (R)
1:15, 3:25, 5:35, 7:45, 10
Waterworld (PG- 13)
7, 9:40
The Baby-sitters Club (PG)
1, 3, 5
Lord of Illusions (R)
1:15, 3:30, 5:45 , 8, 10:15
Enzian Theater
(644-4662)
Crumb (R)
Frru!W 7,9:30
Sa/Su 4:30,7 ,9:30
M 9:30 Th 2,7,9:30
Spike & Mike's Sick and Twisted
Fe5tival of Animation 2 (NR)
F/Sa Midnight
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Thursday

Friday

Saturd<y

Sunday

Refried Confusion
at Sapphire
Supper Club

Megadeth w/ Korn
at UCF Rrena

Cage of Hands
at B.T. Grinders

6rauy
at Sapphire

The Nicoteens
at 'lab Yum

Notorious B.1.6.
w/ H-Town, Immature
Gyrl &- Junior Mafia
at o.c. Convention Center

Stahl in Time
at The Mill

George Jones
.at Si/uer Springs

o·e rek & The Slammers
at Sloppy Joe's

Carrot Top
at Tupperware

MU338
at The Fairbanks Inn
Freaks Rule
at Jani Lane's
sunset Strip
Cruz Control
at Sloppy Joe's

Dexter's

Monday
Crowsdell,
and Ueil
at Sapphire

Marcy

AHiS Party
at The Club at Firestone

not his usua1 se1r.

You suspt:ct th e

salsa.

So you call Dr. Nusblatt,
y o u r family vet back home.
T he

(To o bad

c all

is

ab o ut t h e

cheap.
c on s ultation

fee.)

(

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple.Just spend $10 a month on long distance
and we'll subtract 25% off your AT&Tbill~ Spend $50 a month, get 30% off Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1800 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That's Your True Choic~ AT&T.

·
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by Jeff LaMar
Staft' writer

..It took a little while
for our hometown of Omaha
to recognize as a true talent,"
says S.A. Martinez of 311.
"That's mainly why we moved
to L.A.. It seems as though
our music hit harder there than
in Omaha, but now since this
latest album they have been
pumping our music a lot
more."
That's just some of
what S.A. (whose voice is a
lot deeper in real life) said to

courtesy I C&pricorn

311 blasted its way through town at Visage.

.

.

me during our interview which
lasted a good three hours. If
you didn't know, 311 performed at Visage on August 10
to a sellout crowd with two
other acts opening for them,
one of which was Phunk
Junkeez. I was fortunate
enough to chew the fat with
them earlier that day in their
plush charter wagon .
They seemed very down
to earth as performers, almost
as for some reason they were
not going to take any of their
successes for granted. I never
asked them how it felt to be

F-5

. .

where they were celebrity-wise,
but it was evident they were
just going.to take it day by day.
We hit it off well when we
chatted about their last two albums and where they stood on
their.recent release, 311.
Martinez was very happy
with this album, and I must
agree there are some serious
cuts on the album. Moments
later, Nick Hexum walked onto
the wagon, sportin' his fresh
cut. Meanwhile, I'm looking at
Tim's (311 's guitarist) tattoos
on his arm.
One arm had a liquid-like
organic mass that separated at
certain parts to reveal a universe behind it. The other arm
had great tribal work on it. He
said he's contemplating getting an entire sleeve on one of
his arms. It wasn't until 4 p.rn.
that l finally had the whole
group there to interview, having relieved themselves of the
aches of touring such as eating
, haircuts, sleep, etc.
That's . when I asked
Hexum about the styles of cuts
he has worn through the years.
Just then he pointed to a picture
on his bio where he is shown
wearing a Telly Savalas hair.. cut. Then he mentioned the first
album, where his hair is really
long and he's sportin' this
leather jacket.
That's when I stood up
demonstrating his pose on the
first album . I said to Hexum
that he looked a little like a
pretty boy ·on that album.
"That's why we call him
Ray," S.A. said. But I guess
that was some sort of inside
joke.
I guess Chad, their
drummer, seemed to be the
most reserved. I couldn't get
much out of him, but all in
all he was cool. P-Nut, the
bass man, was also an epidermic tapestry sportin' the
Punisher on one calf and a
beautiful Egyptian tattoo
that quotes some proverb
that I can't remember on the
other . It was with 311 that I
heard their latest album for
the first time. The first track
· that Nick wanted me to hear
was a song called "All
Mixed Up." It was phat ~nd
was all that was good about
the group.
While I listened, the
others began to mellow out
on the soulflower for a
while. S.A. and the other
guys began a discussion
about what planet was that
printed on the top of their
disc. One of them said it was
Mercury, another said it was
the Sun. But it all became
clear as S.A. pointed out it
was the same planet printed
on the inner pull-out of the
disk.
Nevertheless the CD is
great. The rhythm seems to
be perfected, but with that
strong hip-hop fusion, it will
continue to bring 311 's music to a new plateau. So to
Nick, Chad, Tim, P-NUT,
and S.A., the best of luck.
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Back to School
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Internet Access
Special
· for
Students, Faculty, Staff, Alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50.hours/mo.
$14.95 for IOQ hours/mo.
28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up.access to the World Wide Web through Internet Browsers
Websurfer, Netscape, and Mosaic
Archie, Mail, FfP and Telnet
Macintosh, Windows and other platforms supported ·

*FREE Software

*FREE Hot List

*FREE first time on-line access assistance

Advanced training for groups available at reduced educational rates.

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or
1-800-9292-GDI
Global Datalink, Inc. is a Nationwide Internet access provider with
. local access in over 25 area codes including major metropolitan areas.

" I

,/········ · · · ······· · · · ···· · door-prizes·· include·· ·
AnsweriTiate answering machine· Panasonic dock radio
Smokeyfoe portuble grill· Evian go~ bag
Tappan microwave oven · 20" Sharp color TV
and much more

-

· · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · giveaways include··· ·
SCOTT AND ERICA m~g-~ _ond.other merchandise· Wet·o-Wild tickets ·-· . : ._.
/movie.tickets· t-shirts- much, much more.
/ Also receive aspecial Publix coupon book
·\ with over a$15.00 value in storewide savings

•
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··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · w·Yolii·iiimoore<rtide1S· as·voo··iinfudne.stiirii·i~··3s rii00om··i~·iiifieS"duniiifihe·· 3· lii:··cerelliOfiOii····· ·····-···············-·················· · · · · · · ···· ·····-······ · ·······---'you ml.l5t be present to win . see contest rues posted.in store
delkious food sarnpfing · ~ato the pubrixourus '' ,, ,

join SCOTT MCKENZIE &ERICA LEE

The University Palms Publix
4250 Alafaya Trail, Oviedo

of MIX 105.1
for an evening of fun, games &prizes
I
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By DEREK KRAUSE
Filmboy

'Journey with me into the mind of a film maniac.
A filmboy.
The revival. of a celluloidian freak has begun.
Welcome back to school. For me, simply less and. less
time wasting away in chilly theaters.
One. The 1995 summer movie season sucks. Each
week I pondered what would open the next week, hoping
for glory, only receiving disappointment. Batman and
Apollo weren't exactly Gump and Pulp , and WateTWorld
was just simply dry. That's it I ask? Whatever... bring on
Casino and Showgirls.
Oh wait, Under Siege 2 ! What a roller coaster of
adventurous impossibility. Who the hell is this guyMacGyver with Alaskan tongue? How do you fall off a
speeding train, find time to brush your black suit clean of
all the dust and dirt, miraculously find an ignitionless 1970
peach pick-up in the middle of a mountain range, start it
up, drive through boulders, escape 90-foot drop-offs,
catch up with an on-the-verge-of-exploding locomotive
and still have time to save July's Playboy cover girl AND
keep your hair combed and slicked back the entire time?
I think the last time we saw someone do that was a certain
Metropolis newspaper man.
Despite my screen depression so far this year, I had
a glimpse of hope as Kids opened in NYC last month.
Kids, of course, thanks to Mr. Jack ''I think I own creative
control of the film industry" Valenti, received the typical
press coverage- negative and· not to mention closeminded media hype. The MPAA is taking this NC-17 deal
a bit far. I can understand a head exploding into a vice
(Scorsese's Casino) and the all-nude Showgirls, but just
because Kids is too cool for ol' Jack to comprehend: Well,
he's on his ~ay out anyway.
If your wondering if I'm being just as negative as
everyone else, check your local theater for the showtimes
for Priest. Hell, check your local directory for Kids while
you're at it. After you're done finding the twilight show
for Operation Dumbo's Crap, scratch your tail because
your conservative, little town just got screwed out of
another film that might've changed ~omeone' s opinion of
the world. God forbid. My sincere apologies for my
vulgar tone, but I get a little annoyed when some punk
forces me to drive 300 miles south just to see a film.
While we're on that driving thing, if I had enough
time and gas money to drive out to Palm Bay, I could've
caught The Underneath and Window To Paris this summer. But I don't, so what's the point of salivating over
them. At least Colonial's picking up this year's pride of
Sundance, The Brothers McMullen.
If your wondering, I have reconstructed my keenlooking logo in the fonn of a spiffy little movie poster.
And yes, that kid is still flying through the air. Where be' s
going I don't know.
If you've actually read through all my shoshy
ramblings (Holy New Logo Contest Batman!) and would
like to send a touristy postcard to The Future c/o Filmboy
(soon to be a major motion picture by the way), tell me
who the lovely, little princess is on my logo. Hint: She is
pondering her existence. I'll be forced to give you a T-shirt
and a free movie pass to a really cool movie. Oh, I'm sorry
that's a bit premature-almost a cool movie. It slipped my
mind where I live.

They set the tone of sarcasm immediately. Quentin
Tarantino' s cult phenom, Steve Buscemi, taunts his class as
be walks through the doors of a Mexican bar. Desperado,
the new film by El Mariachi director Robert Rodriguez, is
a blazing mix of what Tarantino and ~odriguez do bestviolent, blood-filled charades. Rodriguez's sophomoric
film takes everything from his debut $7 ,000 effort and
blows it up, literally. This time, though, Rodriguez borrows
an offbeat twist of absurdity and imagery from what
Tarantino has mastered.
The Mexican bar is owned by a bossy bartender,
played by Cheech Marin, and acts as a precursor to what will
become a splashy bloodfestofhammering gunfire. Bu~cemi
sits down at the bar and asks for a beer. Cheech insensitively
responds, "All we got is piss-warm beer." Sipping and
smirking, he peers into the eyes of our ex-East L.A.' er, and
begins to tell the mythical story of our guitar-carrying hero,
the Mariachi.
The re vi val or may be it was actually a sequel to El
Mariachi, Desperado stars Antonio Banderas. After his
palm was blasted by a bullet at the end of 1992' s cult video
classic, the Mariachi seeks revenge withBucho, thedruglord
of Santa Cecilia-the next town eventually evaporated by
gun smoke.
Desperado was without a doubt a
fashionable western. A non-stop shoot-em-up,
the gunfights were consistent. What kept me in. ·
check and not deterred by the repetitiveness of
all the shooting was the various and unique
splashes of sarcasm. The Mariachi's wounded
hand prevents him from playing his guitar, but
not from popping caps into a few thugs. This
was the first sign of confusion that hit me as I
watched the hippest and most violently humorous flick to hit theaters this year. I put most of
the blatantly-scripted jokes behind me, for the
_ most part, be~use they were so ridiculous they
were actually funny. At one point I became
frightened that Rodriguez was going to make
this out to be a total farce and make fun of his
original work. Luckily, it didn't tum into The
Quick in the Dead and Desperado maintained
its dramatic overtones.
. The second finger to scratch my head
was the actual appearance of Tarantino. Sure I
knew he was coming, but what he came with
was something I could've never predicted.
Let's just say, even though it had nothing to do
with the script (his scene catered only to the
pulpish following he's gained), his joke is
well- worth exercising the next time your best
friend dares you to do something with your
pants down.

25 Aug-Arabian Knight, The Brothers McMullen,
Beyond Rangoon, Cnmzb, Desperado, The Great Panda
Adventure, Lord of Illusions.

Most of the violence is pretty
raw. I admit, as
much as I savor
glamorous and
symphonic gunplay, some of the
shots and blowSalma Hayek plays Carolina in
awaysstifledme.
Robert Rodriguez's Desperado. If nothing else,
the gutless gore
and cringing kills were cleverly witty and made for a fun
little shoot out. Throw in a luscious, Mexican bombshell and
the Tarantino-inspired murderfest Desperq.do .shouldn't set
ti11 high noon.
·· ·

FREE

Class
Saturday, Aug 26, 1995
3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Holiday Inn UCF
Ampitheater

'Bfac~tone LSA'C Prep,
a Mn-profit educationa[ corp.
1-800-881-LSAT

NOVV. OPEN!
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Bring in this ad for

$ 1 .CJD OFF
any item in the store

not valid with any other offer.
Photos/ Columbia

-What's up with all those techno beats in Mortal
Kombat? Has Christopher Lambert finally turned to acid
to jump start his lonely career?
-Summer movie I'm still resting from-The Net.
There were so many chase scenes. I was forced to chase
my conscience all the way home.
-I'm back and I'm ready to roll. Cindy, Cindy.
where RU? That's OK. I can wait another month.

ing bullets, up-close. Rodriguez created a Mexican John
Wayne to the fullest and despite some soaky lines and
emotional shakiness, Banderas wore the tough and rugged
cape with finesse. He's most memorable in his slow-mo
entrance as his long black hair slivers over his face-which
might set off
flashbacks of
Brandon Lee's
reincarnation in
The Crow.

Antonio Banderas as El Mariachi dos.

The absolute height of absurdity
came when the rapid-firing legend brought in
his two pals from up North. If you can believe
they own a guitar-cased machine gun and a
bazooka, thenl'llgetoutmy Smith& Wessonconstructed flute case and we'll throw down
together.
Sure there was more cute one-liners
and trivial sub-plots, butDesperado' s strength
peaks when Rodriguez shoots Banderas spray-

USED & NEW CD's & TAPES
OVER 5,000 TITLES IN STOCK
We pay top $ for used CD's & Tapes
Located at: 1 2 1 4 0 Collegiate \/\lay

282-8900
Behind Applebee's in the Collegiate Village Shops
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It's served every Thursday in the dining hall. And the
scary thing is, people actually eat it. Maybe they don't
see those white chunks floating in the gray beef. Or
maybe they're just really hungry. Whatever their reason,
you want no part of it. You know what great meat loaf
is all about. You had the best for 18 years. So YOU: call
mom to let her know she's the Queen of Meat Loaf.
It's a special moment between mother and son .
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Check out the Future's UCF football preview in next Tuesday's paper.
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Tyson makes quick work of McNeeley

Come Join Us at the Newly Remodeled ...

lrltilE

3 MONTHS FREE W/ MEMBERSHIP

•

Ring Report

lflllr~IESS

11)() ~ ~ IE1Clr 111() ~
Now Featuring our new full lines of
Eagle Cybex, Trackmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 112 court
basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more.
Fitness
Connection
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Tyson needed when he beat Michael
Spinks seven year ago.
The crowd booed and even
McNeeley was surprised when
Vecchione entered the ring to top
the fight. He wanted to give the fans
more.But more what? He had nothing left to offer. He wasn't bleeding
or bruised. But still, he was finished.
After the second knockdown,
McNeeley was off balance and
bounced off the ropes before he
r~gained his stature. If McNeeley
had continued he would've been
knockeddownagain,ifnotknocked
out. The fight was one minute old,
and Tyson was in control.
Thethreeknockdownrulethat
saves fighters from smelling salts
and stretchers was in effect, and
"Iron" Mike was ready to deliver
the final blow. He never had to.
Veteran referee Mills Lane
said he never saw a fight end in that
manner. and predicted McNeeley
could've continued. But the half
round he fought was enough. Any
longer would have been more than

RICHARD
The return of Mike Tyson
was a repeat performance of what
made him the most dominant
fighter of the '80s. He was brutal.
His opponent was lacking. And
the fight was short.
"Hurricane"
Peter
McNeeley, Tyson's latest body
count victim, struck hardest dur~
ing press conferences and interviews. He stuck to his game plan
and blindly charged forward, practically meeting Tyson in his corner. He swung wildly, landed a
few punches that did little damage, and then came reality.
McNeeley was decked by a
short right cross, but his nervous

energy helped him to his feet as
fast as he was dropped. He immediately began to run around the
ring, possibly doing laps for an
upcoming track meet. Moments
later, Tyson avoided McNeeley's
onslaught of desperate punches
and followed through with an uppercut that floored McNeeley
again. This time, there wasn't a
jogging exhibition.
McNeeley rose to his feet,
spaghetti-legged, but still wanted to
continue . . His trainer, Vinnie
Vecchione, had seen enough. He
entered the ring, automatically disqualifying McNeeley at 1:31 of the
first round-two seconds less than

enough.McNeel~ywas~otherone

round tombstone.
ButunlikeSpinks,McNeeley
wasn't a former champion and never
proved himself against a quality
fighter. He fought for hundred-dollar purses against part-time boxers.
Prior to the fight, he only faced four
opponents with winning records.
His 36-1 resume looked somewhat
appealing, but sometimes numbers
lie.
It wasn't an accident or an
error McNeeley was chosen to be
Tyson's first adversary on the comeback trail. He was tailor-made for
Tyson. He was known for throwing
looping punches that left himself an
easy target for someone who could
capitalize. McNeeley was big, had
little movement and preferred to
absorb punches rather than slip them.
His six inch reach advantage over
Tyson was ignored, and the 30 KO' s
McNeeley loved to boast about
fooled people to believe he possessed the power of a swinging twoby-four. Unfortunately, he ran into
a human buzz saw.
The fight was a colossal mismatch. A former champion recently
released from prison with bigger
muscles than ever and a new religion pitted against a guy with all the
.opportunity a person has to win the
lottery.
The contest was part soap
opera, but more of an event. His 50month absence hadn't changed the
two elements promised in a stand~d Tyson fight: show up early and
leave early.
The Tyson-McNeeley gathering is far from over. The controversial ending led World Boxing
Council officials to withhold
Vecchione's share of the purse until
an investigation can review if his
actions which stopped the fight were
justified.
"Look at the replay,"
McNeeley angrily told reporters
while defending Vecchione at the
post-fight press conference. "They
(his corner men) love me, and I love
them. And I stand by their decision."
-I
It was a just dessert served to
the WBC and promoter Don King.
A lopsided fight that promised more
one-sided violence than any arcade
video game deserved a substandard
ending.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pain reliever I Fever raft
INDICATIONS: For the tempora
minor aches and pains associa
co~mon cold, headachet tooth
cularr ac~~s, backache, for the ··
~t a, thntis, tor the pain of ,
cramps, and for reduction of feve • ,

SUMMER'S OVER.
Thank goodness there's Advil ~ Advanced medicine for pain~

Pick up your free sample at the Bookstore.
Wlule supplies last dunn& bOQI.. rusr AdVll coota ns .bupralen Use or~ as caected

c 199.J

'ehall latxxatares. MadlSOr. , J
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UCF FOOTBALL

Ainy , ones spends her
sum er Playing in the
un e -19 nationals league
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

'

.

UCF soccer star Amy Jones
kept in shape this summer by leading an Under19 team at the
Snickers U.S.
Youth Soccer
Nationals
r.iiiiiir.iiiiiOT.iiifliii9Tlliiiimiii.W
Championship
July 29 at the - - - - Palm Beach Polo and Country
Club in West Palm Beach.
It was Jones 35-yard cannon blast into the net that ended
up being the game-winning goal
in Florida's 5-1 victory over Vir-

Students ne_eded to volunteer their time working with the Knights'
Football Program while gaining experience in the following areas:

ginia. The Golden Knight junior
helped her Town and Country
Heather club kick its way to victory in the annual tournament. She
later booted a 25-yard bomb that
also ended up a game-winner fo
Florida's decisive 4-1 victory over
Southern California.
Jones garnered All-Trans
America Athletic Conference second tam last year while helping
the Golden Knights to its second
consecutive conference championship. She was fourth on the
team with 18 points (6 goals and 6
assists). Jones also started every
game in her first two seasons at
UCF .

1. Computers (Scouting/Game Plan)
2. Video (Filming Practice/Games/Workouts)
3. Strength Program (Assistants/Supervision)
4..Field/Equipment ~anagement
Anyone interested, please call the UCF Football Recruiting Line

(407) UCF-5506

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
••

TAACUPDATb-

• The Trans America Athletic Conference will send three of its
men's sports champions to the NCAA's with automatic bids for the
first time in its18 year history.
In 1995-96 the T AAC will send its soccer champion, baseball
champion and basketball champion to the NCAA's with automatic
~~

The TAAC now ascends to another level joining the likes of the
ACC and the Big East conferences. The TAAC is also one of only
five conferences to have 12 members for 1995-96 (A-10, Big East,
Conference USA and the SEC).

•
•
••
•
•
•
•

•

.
•
:
•
:
•

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Be Part of The Knights/ Move
Into Division 1-A Football!

LOOK!
'\ffJ :i XfJ. 8 t .e.r t il1.g
t 0 j)Ut t O_gfJ ttl!.r
our SJ)o.rts staff
fo.r the fall.
lhet rne.eJ1s full
cov-e.r.e.gfJ of TjCi1
faot"oall (a t.ri_p
ta iSTj) ~ 80CCfJX ~
valle J'call .el1d
c.r o s s •c au::n t .r y.

>I

If yau:i.rfJ il1tfJ.r•
e st fJ d g i v-e J .ea Ol1
~)2f.SJ1CfJ Y~

~j)O.rt 8

.fJ di t a.r ~ a call
at B~J-805+
(ext • f28 J al1d
lea•-..e a me sa.9.gfJ
8l1 Q j)hOl1fJ J1U:ra• ·
"oe.r.
A8

.el~aJE~ ~fJ~XfJ

still laokil1.g
f 'o.r .Sl1 y a.Po.rt a
o_pil1ia:r.i columns~
-e a_pe ci.e~ly if
tttey:i .r-e about
1JCi1 8,PO.rt 8.

1...-1
~
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University of Central Florida

1995

1995
.ORLANDO
Date

Day

September 2

Saturday

September .3

Sunday

September 6
September 8
September 15
Septeniher 17

.

Saturday
Sunday

•

•

.

UCF SOCCER CLASSIC I
Mercer University vs. Coastal Carolina University
'University of Central Florid11 vs. Rndford University
Mercer Un,ivcr.~tty vs. Radford University
University of Centrnl Floricln VJ. Coastal Cnolina Uni".

Wednesday Clemson University
Friday
Wofford University
Friday
•Florida Atl:intic Univi:rsity
Sunday
•r·torida lntemationnl University

.,.
September 23
September 24

Site

Opponent

SOUTH ALA.'BAMA TOURNAMENT
University of South Alabama
Alabama A&M University

UCF SOCCER CLASSIC II
University of Central Floritl11 vs. 0111rleston Southern
Stetson University vs. Charleston Southern University
Uninrsitr of Ctntrul Florida vs. University of Kentucky
Stetson Unh·crsity vs. University of Kentucky

UCF
UCF
UCF

UCF

3:00pm

Awey
Away
Away
Away

7:00pm ·
4:00.pm
i:30pm
4:00pm

Away
Away

6:00pm
I:OOpm ,

Sep'tcmber 29
s~ptcmber 30

Frid3y
Snturdny

October 1

.Sund:iy

October 7
October 11
Octoher 14
October 16
October 20
October 25
October 28
November 10-11
November 18·
Deccmb~r 16

Saturday *Stetson University
We1lncsday Jacksonville University
Satur<l:iy
*Florida Intcrna tional University
Mondny
*Florida Athrntic University
Friday
Campbell University
W~dnesday Georgia Southern University
Saturdny
•stetson Universit)'
Fri-Sat.
TAAC Tournament

. lfti·
TBA

1:30pm
4:00pm
4:00pm
4:00pm
1:30pm
1:30pm
4:00pm
TBA

NCAA Tournament

TBA

TBA

UCF
UCF
UCF
UCF

A\vay
Away

, Date

Opponent

Sun~y

September 3
September 5
September 8
September 10

Tuesday
Friday
Sund11y

September 16

Saturday

September 17

Sunday

September 22
September 24
September 25
September 28
October 1
October 7
October 8
October 11
October 15
October 16
October 20
October 22
October 27
October 29
November 3.4
November 11

Friday
Sunday
Monday
Thursday
Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Wednesday
Sunday
Monday
Friday
Sunday
Friday
Sunday·

4:00pm

l:OOpm
3:00pm
ll:OOam

Florida
•Stetson
*Florida Atlantic
*Florida International

Site

Time

Away
UCF
UCF

UCF

2:00pm
4:00pin
4:00pm
12:00pm

ARKANSAS AlHDAS CLASSIC
UCF \'s. Creighton
Arkansas vs. Wyoming
Consolation Game
Championship Game

Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkan5as
Arkansas

ll :OOam
1:30pm
ll:OOam
1:30pm

Fri.·Sat.
Saturday ·

Mercer
Clemson
*College of Charleston
Colorado College

Away
Mercer
Away

4:00pm
l:OOprn
4:00pm
4:00pm
l:OOpm
4:00pm
12:00pm
4:00pm
2:00pm
2:00pm
4:00pm
4:00pm
4:00pm
l:OOpm
TBA
TuA

UCF

UMasJ

UCF
UCF
UCF
. Away
Away

Dnldson
~College of Charleston
•stetson
•Florida lntcrnntional
UNC Greensboro
Alab11ma
*Florida Atlantic
Dayton
Texas A&M
TAAC Tournament
NCAA Nati?nal ChRmplonships

FIU

Home

~·
UCF
UCF
TBA
TBA

•rAAC Divisional Match
(3/27/95)

• Trnns America Athletic Conference Matches
(6/20/95)

University of Central Florida
1995 Women's Volleyball Schedule

~

Day

Time

l:OOpm
3:00pm
l:OOpm

UCF
UCF
UCF
UCF

1995 Women's Soc!;e.r S~hedtile

1995 UCF Cross-Country Schedule

DAI.£

Ol!l!.ONENI.

SIIE

Sept. 1-2
Sept. I
Sept. 2
Sept. 2
Sept. 3

UCF Tournament
BARRY
LOYOLA
MARYLAND
MEMPHIS

UCF

Sept. 8-9
Sept. 8
Sept. 8
Sept. 9
Sept. 9

Arkansas Tournament
Missouri
Xavier
Oral Roberts
Arkansas

@Arkansas

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Kathy Trosclair Memorial Tournament
Alabama
Nicholls State
Tulane
Middle Tennessee State

@Tulane

Sept. 17
Sept. 20
Sept. 25
Sept. 27
Sept. 28

GEORGIA SOUTHERN
Jacksonville
SOUTH FLORIBA
Georgia
Georgia Southern

UCF
7:00 p.m.
@Jacksonville
7:00 p.m.
UCF
· 7:00 p.m.
@Georgia
7:30 p.m.
@Geo.Southern 2:00 p.m.

Sept. 29-30
Sept. 29
Sept. 29
Sept. 30
Sept. 30

Georgia State Tournament
UNC-Asheville
Georgia State•
Charleston Southern
Troy State

@Ga.St.

Oct.4
Oct. 8
Oct. 11
Oct. 12
Oct. 13
Oct. 17

STETSON*
CLEMSON
Florida Atlantic*
Florida International*
Barry
BYU(Hawaii)

UCF
UCF
@FAU
@FIU
@Barry
UCF

7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
TBA
7:00 p.m.

Oct. 19

FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL•

UCF

7:00 p.m.

Oct. 20-21

UCFCLASSIC
(SAMFORD, FIU, SLU, FAU)

UCF

TBA

Oct. 24

South Florida

@USF

7:00 p.m.

Oct. 25

Stetson•

@Stetson

7:00 p.m.

Oct.27-28

Samford Tournament
(Samford,, SLU, Coll. of Charleston)

@Samford

TBA

Nov. 7

JACKSONVILLE

UCF

7:00 p.m.

Nov. 16-18

TAAC Tournament

@East Champ

TBA

15-16
15
15
16
16

TIME
TBA
TBA
l:OOp.m.

10:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Noon
4:00p.m.
11:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Noon
2:30 p.m.

Sept. 15
Sept~ 23
Oct. 7
Oct. 13
Oct. 28
Nov.11

UCF Invitational
Osprey .Invitational
Florida Invitational
Florida Collegiate Championships
TAAC Championships
NCAA District Championships

UCF Track
Jacksonville
Gainesville
Tampa
Macon, Ga.
Greenville, SC

6:00
8:30
9:00
5:00

p.m.
a.m.

a.m.

p.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

-
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Daunte Culpepper wins the
battle of the quarterbacks
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

• J

Florida's "Mr. Football"for
1994,DaunteCulpepper, has beaten
out junior
Kevin
Reid for
the role of
starting
quarterback.
lXF
coach
Gene McDowell announced last
Monday that true freshman
,Culpepper, will get the call when
the Golden Knights face Eastern
Kentucky August 31 in the season
opener. A battle that started the first
day of practice finally ended when
the 6-4, 230 pound quarterback from
Ocala impressed UCF coaches at a
scrimmage last Saturday. It wasn't
only his physical stature, it was also
his athletic ability that won him the
Saturday Citrus Bowl gig this season. Culpepper ran a 4.66 in the 40
earlier in -the week, and he also
launched two 50-yard tight spirals
at Saturday's scrimmage.
''I'mexcited--filled with joy,"
Culpepper said after hearing the
news. "That's why I came here. I'm
ready to step in and try my best to get
the job done."
UCF head coach Gene
McDowell wasn 'tdisappointed with
Reid' s performance by any means.

"There's not a whole lot of
difference between them right now,"
McDowell said. "I have reason to
believe, though, that Daunte is going to be a great quarterback immediately. He's a big quarterback who
runs fast and has a strong arm."
McDowell also reiterated the
battle may have been won by
Culpepper, but the war isn't over.
''I'mconfidentthatKevin will
do fine when he plays ," McDowell
said. "And he will play some."
Culpepper, who passed for
more than 3,000 yards and 31
touchdowns last season, will take
over for UCF's. all-time leading
passer--Darin Hinshaw. Hinshaw
threw for 9,000 yards and 82
touchdowns. If Culpepper can
make the adjustment and put up
numbers comparable to his.senior
year in high school, he should be
surpassing Hinshaw' s totals during UCF's first game in 1998
against Louisiana Tech.
Culpepper realizes the
Golden Knight's complicated offense will take time to adjust to.
"I'm picking it up quicker
and quicker every day now,"
Culpepper said.

'

• ••• • • • • • • • • • • •• •
UCF will practice Tuesday and
Wednesday, before its annual
Black and Gold scrimmage
Thursday night at 7 p.m. at
University High School.

photo/HUNT

UCF quarterback Daunte Culpepper impressed coaches and fans alike at Saturday's
scrimmage. He threw two 50-yard passes and also scored a touchdown via the ground.

UCF women's basketball
fills their coaching holes
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Jerry Richardson, UCF
.women's head basketball coach, has
filled in the final two holes in his
coaching staff by hiring assistant
coaches, Shann Hart and La Sandra
Pugh. Hart and Pugh, together with
restricted earnings coach Yolanda
Rhodes, brings the staff to the total
maximum allowed by the NCAA for
the first time in the program's history.
''We're pretty excited about
having a full staff, and we'll soon be
ready to get after it and get started,"
Richardson said. ''It will definitely
help that both Shann and La Sandra
have Division I experience with recruiting and on-the-floor coaching,
and both come from respectable programs. Their experience will be a big
helpespeciallyonthefloor-LaSandra
with the post players and Shann with
the guards."
Hart and Pugh's positions
opened up when last season's assistant coach, Hazel Tull, left for New

Mexico. UCF then decided to add an
additional full-time assistant to the
women's program.
Harthasbeenanassistantcoach
at the University of Richmond since
1992, where she was responsible for
recruiting, scouting, travel, scheduling, film exchange and coordinating
team travel. She graduated in 1989
from Norfolk State University with a
Bachelor of Science degree in Mass
Communications and Marketing.
Pugh has spent her last five
years at Northeast Louisiana Universitywhereshewastherecruitingcoordinator. The Lady Indians reached the
1994 NWIT tournament for the first
time in eight years with Pugh as coordinator. Before that she was an assistantcoachatNorthwesternState University from 1987-89, where she
helped the Lady Demons advance to •
its first NCAA Tournament in 1989.
She also earned Gulf Star Conference
Player-of-the-Year in 1987 at NSU.
Pugh played basketball there from
1983-87, proving her versatility by
playing nearly every position.

,.
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